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Abstract

A broad class of physical systems including queueing, communication, and computer networks can be modelled as a collection of computing nodes, or processes, connected over directed arcs representing communication paths. As a means of executing the algorithm from such a distributed system, a sequential program, named SIM, has been constructed which simulates the execution of the distributed program. This simulation can be used to study the operation of the distributed algorithm, and to obtain its performance data. This report explains the structure and operation of this program, and suggests applications.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

A broad class of physical systems including queueing, communication, and computer networks can be modelled as a collection of computing nodes, or processes, connected over directed arcs representing communication paths. As a means of executing the algorithm from such a distributed system, I have constructed a sequential program, named SIM, which simulates the execution of the distributed program. The text of this program appears in appendix 1. This simulation can be used to study the operation of the distributed algorithm, and to obtain its performance data. This report explains the structure and operation of this program, and suggests applications.

The execution model of the computing node is based on Hoare's paper, "Communicating Sequential Processes" [HOA78]. In the language model (referred to as CSP) suggested in this paper, processes share no data. Instead, all interaction between processes is via messages passed between a sender and a receiving process, which name each other explicitly.

This model of parallel execution and communication is attractive because of the availability of low-cost processors
which can each be required to carry out the computation of a single process. These could be interconnected over communication lines so that the topology of a particular distributed algorithm could be embedded in the processor communication graph. From a program verification point of view, this model has merit because a process literally participates in every transaction that has any opportunity for an outside process to change its data – namely, communications. This simplifies proofs of programs because of the reduced chance of interaction between processes.

In order to study these algorithms, it is generally necessary to either have such an embedding architecture for execution, or to map the problem onto a simpler architecture. Such mapping leads to execution of a parallel algorithm on a single sequential machine. This is the approach taken in this program. SIM was developed and run on the University of Texas' DEC-10 computer, using the programming language, Pascal.

At the current stage of development, no source language processing is supported by SIM; its function is rather the run-time support for programs written in CSP-like languages. The notion of a process in SIM is a Pascal procedure which is a single thread running through local variable initialization, parallel execution with other processes (simulated), algorithm result reporting, and process termination.
In CSP, a process is always in one of three distinct states: executing, waiting for communication, or terminated. Ordinarily, a process alternates between executing, and communicating with other processes. At some point, the process may enter the terminated state after an execution phase. The communication consists of an indefinite wait for communication, followed by an instantaneous passing of a message. Such a message passing is loosely referred to as a message firing, or a port firing. This three state behavior is summarized in the state graph shown in fig 1.1.

```
+--------+       +--------+
| XQT    |       | BLK    |
| STATE  |       | STATE  |
+--------+       +--------+
          /communicate +--------+

+--------+
| TRM    |
| STATE  |
+--------+
```

fig 1.1

The SIM implementation uses a central **controller** which resumes the processes in the network, after they communicate, to execute their own part of the distributed algorithm. In the SIM implementation, the role of the process is played by a Pascal procedure which contains the procedural description of the process it emulates. Hence, the action of resuming a process after communication is accomplished by
calling the procedure which implements the process.

A central network-time is maintained which orders the execution and communication of the network, and permits collection of global performance statistics. As long as the individual processes never refer to this global network time, it remains a purely auxiliary variable, serving only to meter the time lost to processes while communicating, or waiting to communicate. Since one definition of a distributed system is one in which communication introduces non-negligible time delays, [LAM78] it seems beneficial to model such delays in a network simulation.

Hoare's paper made no mention of time dependent behavior, except to suggest that, as a fairness issue, process pairs awaiting communication with each other should not be delayed indefinitely often; this is appropriate for a paper making a preliminary language definition. However, to obtain any kind of performance statistics for an algorithm written in such a language, it is necessary to place bounds on wait times incurred by process pairs which are waiting to communicate with each other. In SIM, this bound is synonymous with the "time unit" in which time periods are measured. This is equivalent to saying that communication begins in the first time unit following the event that both partners of a communication pair become ready to communicate. The performance statistics derived from such an approach therefore
represent best-case times, which could only be realized in a physical system that similarly bounded mutual-wait times.
2.0 THE PROCESS

The process plays a central role in both CSP and SIM. The nature of the process in both CSP and SIM, and the mapping of CSP processes into the "process-procedures" of SIM is the subject of this section.

2.1 The Process in CSP

In the source text, a process in CSP consists of three items:

- a name, which can either be a simple identifier, or an identifier followed by index limits, specifying an array of similar processes.

- a local variable declaration part which defines the local data structures and specifies initial values.

- a procedural description of the actions of the process. This program is specified in terms of six control structures: guarded commands, assignment commands, parallel commands, repetitive commands, alternative commands, and the I/O commands that Hoare maintains are primitive.

The reader is referred to the original CSP paper for a complete description of the process textual structure, and the semantics and a recommended syntax for the command types,
together with illustrative examples. An important characteristic of any I/O command that appears in the text of a process, P, is that it specifies the identities of the processes with which P will be eligible to communicate, when the command is encountered during P's execution.

The CSP model of a process is a three state finite state machine, (FSM) which makes some number of transitions between executing and waiting for communication, followed optionally by a transition from the executing to the terminated state. Communication is treated as if it occurred instantaneously after an indeterminate period of waiting.

The entire address space of the process is local to the process. The process communicates with other processes by naming them explicitly in an input or output (I/O) command, and subsequently having that communication selected for firing by scheduler whose selection policy is arbitrary. The process may wait simultaneously for communication with many other processes, but the scheduler never chooses more than one message for firing per process. As part of the communication, the parties involved are informed of the identity of the processes with whom they communicated.

When a message fires, the effect is the same as an assignment statement where the expression yielding the value assigned is evaluated in the sending process, and selection of the receiving variable is performed in the receiving
process. As in an assignment statement in a strongly typed language, the type of the value sent must match the type of the receiving variable.

Although the process is never involved in communication with more than one other process at a time, parallelism is introduced in the I/O handling because a process may wait for communication with more than one process at a time. This arises in two ways. The first is that a single I/O statement may name an entire array of processes as eligible for communication, and the second is that the process tries to execute some I/O commands in parallel. Actually, only one of the commands will be selected for execution. Three separate statement types give rise to this latter type of parallelism: the parallel command, the repetitive command, and the alternative command.

The repetitive and alternative commands are borrowed from similar commands suggested by Dijkstra in [DIJ77]. The repetitive command:

* [ P1 ? y --> x1 := x1 + 1 ; 
  P2 ? y --> x2 := x2 + 1 ]

causes the process to wait for input from either P1 or P2, and depending on which one does send a message, either x1 or x2 is incremented, and the statement repeats. Here, only one message fires at a time, but the process always waits in parallel. The alternative command:
[ P1 ? y --> x1 := x1 + 1 ;
   P2 ? y --> x2 := x2 + 1 ]

is similar to the repetitive command except that once either process sends a value for y, the respective increment of x1 or x2 is performed, and the statement terminates. The parallel command:

[ P1 ! x || P2 ! x ]

forces the containing process to wait to send the value of x to both P1 and P2 in any order. Hence, before either message fires, the process is waiting in parallel.

This then is the kernel of process functionality that is required in an implementation: the basic structure and execution behavior of the process as described above, including parallel waiting for communication. Hoare has further requirements such as termination of a repetitive command when all of the named-for-communication processes have terminated, but this is not supported in the implementation. Hoare also disallowed the presence of output statements (i.e. message sending) in the guards of the repetitive and alternative commands, but the SIM program does not make this restriction. SIM can do this because the states of all processes are available in a single memory to which the scheduler has instantaneous access.

2.2 The Process in SIM

In SIM, the process appears as a Pascal procedure
describing not a named process or an array of such processes, but rather a generic process type. These procedures are all compiled and mapped with the SIM code. In a particular execution of SIM, a given process type may be instantiated zero, one, or more times. Most SIM runs will exercise instances of more than one process kind. All process instantiations are assigned a unique identifier, known locally as ID, that is an input parameter in the calls to the procedure containing the process definition. Such calls correspond to a resumption of the process being modelled, and are typically handled by means of a call to the RESUME procedure.

All of the local data of all the processes is contained in the array OWN. This array is indexed by the values of the process identifiers. In an actual distributed system, this would be all of the state information necessary. However, since SIM uses a central scheduler, information on the process' current state is kept in a separate array LPS, also indexed by the process identifiers. The structure of the LPS entries is the same for all of the processes, but the OWN entry for a process is determined by the kind of process that owns it.

In SIM, communication lines are known as ports, and each port has a fixed sender, receiver, and type of message. Since it would be very restrictive to require the processes to know the identity of all the other processes at compile
time, unique port names, instead of process names are given in the I/O commands which give rise to communication. The unique port names exist as the values of local variables in a process. Hence, a process may have an output command which specifies a variable **OUTPORT** as the port over which a message should be sent. The particular port over which this command specified message passing would depend on the value of this variable at a given moment.

During the initial phase of a SIM execution, all such local port names are bound to particular ports; also, the sending and receiving process identifiers, and the message type allowed are bound to the particular port. This latter information is kept in the array **PORTS**, which is indexed by the port identifiers. If all such binding is made consistent with some communication graph, G, then the topology of G is reflected in the connectivity of the processes and ports. This scheme effectively isolates the procedural specification of the process from the particular topology of the network to be simulated. In other words, the process semantics, but not the network topology is bound at compile time; the topology is specified at run time, and may vary between executions of SIM. Use of port names instead of process names was also suggested by Hoare in the original paper.

The actions of the process may be viewed as responding to a set of significant events by deciding what the next
event should be, and updating its local variables. The events here are the initial invocation of the process, the sending of a particular output, and the receiving of a particular input. In SIM, each event is associated with a label preceeding the code which responds to the event. During any particular execution, the process specifies the set of next events, and then returns to the central CONTROLLER. To the process, this is equivalent to invoking an "oracle" which selects one of the events and resumes the process at the label associated with that event.

The labels then are the points at which the process may potentially be resumed. As such, they may be viewed as the addresses of a program of the form:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ADDRESS</th>
<th>ACTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>labell</td>
<td>respond to event corresponding to labell</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>label2</td>
<td>respond to event corresponding to label2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A variable that ranges over these labels is known as a meta-program counter, abbreviated MPC. Each resumption of a process gives as one of the parameters the particular MPC value at which execution should continue.

A special procedure, named PARWAIT ( for parallel wait ) is provided for the purpose of telling the CONTROLLER
about the events for which the process will next wait. To wait for communication over a set of ports, one PARWAIT call is made for each port. If a process returns to the controller without invoking PARWAIT, it is marked "terminated", and dropped from further simulation.

PARWAIT has three parameters: the port name over which communication may take place, the identity of the requesting process, and the MPC value at which control should resume if the communication described in the current PARWAIT invocation turns out to be the next communication that the calling process is involved in.

Several of the MPC values are reserved for events which are common to all of the process kinds. MPC = 0 selects code activated at process creation. Here local variables are initialized which do not change throughout the entire life of the process. These include things like the local variables that name ports, and parameterizing variables, such as the buffer size of a bounded queue, or the delay parameters for a process which simulates a time delay process. MPC = 1 corresponds to initial process activation. Here local variables are given values which may change during execution. Activation and creation have been kept separate to allow several activations of a process that only needs to be created once. During the activation, the process decides and informs the CONTROLLER which events will be the first
ones allowed by the process. \( \text{MPC} = 1000 \) is reserved for code which allows reporting of results after the simulation has terminated, and do things like close output files if this is necessary. This reporting is strictly of things known locally; the overall performance reporting for the entire network is handled by the central \text{CONTROLLER}. Two other \text{MPC} values, 1010, and 1020 have dedicated functions relating to a deadlock recovery technique discussed in section 4.3.

All other \text{MPC} values are provided to specify the code to respond to events. The only other restriction on these \text{MPC} values is that they be unique within a particular process.

Each process instance has a message buffer that is used for communication. This buffer is part of the process' activation record in the \text{LPS} array. When process I wants to send a message over port \( X \), where \( \text{MPC} = 2 \) corresponds to the code segment that responds to this communication, it first writes the message into its message buffer, and then invokes \text{PARWAIT} with the appropriate parameters: \( \text{port} = X \), \( \text{requester} = I \), and \( \text{MPC} = 2 \).

If process I were to be the receiver, instead of the sender of this message, the message is not written into the buffer (since I does not yet know its contents), but the \text{PARWAIT} call is the same. When I is resumed after the message is passed, it will find the message in its buffer.
Thus, processes are supported with all of the necessary functionality. As long as a user of this program were content to code the process descriptions in the necessary form for execution, SIM would be usable as described. Typically, however, the user will wish to write the process code in a language that allows concentration on the semantics of the process, and not worry about MPC values and PARWAIT parameters. The next section gives the outline of a translation procedure to convert the CSP commands into code compatible with SIM.

2.3 Mapping CSP Programs into SIM Programs

The process of converting a program written in CSP into the equivalent program suitable for execution on SIM consists of translation of the main program, and all of the individual processes.

2.3.1 Mapping a CSP Parallel Program Segment

The typical form of a parallel program segment in CSP is:

\[ \{ P_1 \parallel P_2 \parallel \ldots \parallel P_n \} \]

where the \( P_1 \ldots P_n \) are the processes defined in the program. This just says that they all should run in parallel. This structure is the implicit execution model for a SIM main program. Main program structures that depart from this form require the definition of a special process that performs the
function desired in the main program.

Such a "main program process" would run just like the other processes, but would be the only one that performed any meaningful computing before becoming blocked. The normal call-return structure familiar in sequential programs is easily implemented by having the processes pass special "call", and "return" messages, where the content of the message is made up of calling and return parameters, respectively.

2.3.2 Mapping CSP Processes to SIM Process-Procedures

In order to convert a CSP process into the equivalent SIM process-procedure, it is necessary to map the three parts of the CSP process. These are the name, the local variable declaration, and the programming language statements that state the execution behavior of the process.

The name conversion consists of placing the process name into the scalar list defining the type PROCKIND, and into the PRPROCKIND procedure that prints out the name of a process in SIM. The name must also appear in the RESUME procedure that invokes a process after it communicates.

Mapping the local variable declaration section means placing the structural definition into the definition of the data type, OWNDATA. The structure of a variable of this type is determined by the kind of process that owns it; this
information is kept in the field OPROCKIND. In general, many data templates will appear in the definition of OWNDATA, but the inclusion of a particular local data type is straightforward, as can be verified from the example in the appendix. This inclusion makes the definition needed by the process. To implement the initialization of this data, the code must appear in the process initialization part of the definition of the process. By convention, this function occurs at MPC = 1.

An implicit data type exists in the form of the messages passed by the process. In CSP, this is handled by insisting that the type of all messages match the type of the variables which receive their content. This is not supported in SIM. The messages passed by a process must have a defined structure. The structure for all message types is made in the definition of the SIM data type, MESSAGE. The actual structure of a message is user defined, and a particular network simulation may contain messages of more than one type, e.g. DATA and ACKNOWLEDGE. In this case, this type has a variable structure determined by the value of its MSGKIND field. Hence all message kinds in a simulation must have their name listed in the definition of the scalar type, MSGKIND, and the corresponding message structure must appear in the MESSAGE definition.

The information about the graph topology that is
explicit in a CSP process is handled in two stages in SIM. At compile time, the ports are assigned local variable names in the processes. Then, at network specification time during the actual running of the program, the values of these variables are bound to specific ports in the network.

The translation of the parts of the process described above is fairly mechanical. This leaves the procedural description of the actions of the CSP process as the major challenge in converting a CSP process into its SIM equivalent.

The only parallelism or nondeterminism supported by SIM is the parallel waiting for communication. This is "parallel" because the process waits for more than one process at a time, even though the waiting will be terminated whenever any one of the named ports does actually fire. The nondeterministic element is introduced because the process does not know in advance which of its potential communications will be the one to fire.

CSP allows other forms of local parallelism in commands like:

\[
\begin{align*}
[ & x := x + 1 \mid y := y + 1 ] \quad \ldots \text{and} \ldots \\
[ & \text{guard1} \rightarrow x := x + 1 ; \\
[ & \text{guard2} \rightarrow y := y + 1 ]
\end{align*}
\]

where both guards are true. An implementation for this
requires a local scheduler to evaluate guards and select eligible actions. This low-level nondeterminism is not supported by SIM, so a translator would have to generate code to arbitrarily select one of the assignments in the first example to perform, and to select one of the guards in the second to evaluate first, and if found to be true, perform the indicated action.

Hence, the main difficulty in translating CSP processes into equivalent SIM Pascal procedures is to translate the parallel, repetitive and alternative commands in such a way that the parallel waiting for communication is preserved. These will be discussed in turn.

The general form of the repetitive command is:

* [ <boolean expression 1> ; <I/O command 1> -->

  <action 1> ;

  [ <boolean expression 2> ; <I/O command 2> -->

  <action 2> ;

  ...]

  ...]

[ <boolean expression n> ; <I/O command n> -->

  <action n> ]

Here, the process will wait for any of the I/O commands which have the corresponding boolean expression true. Once one of them fires, perform the corresponding action. Since the set of awaited lines must be specified
when the process returns to the controller, it is necessary for the process to evaluate all of the boolean expressions, and request parallel waiting for the corresponding I/O command for each one that is true. This also requires that a condition, once evaluated to be true, must not be subsequently falsified, e.g. through a side effect of evaluating a subsequent expression. Consider DECIDENEXT to be a shorthand notation for the Pascal statements:

\[
\text{if not } (<\text{boolean expression 1}> \text{ or } <\text{boolean expression 2}> \text{ or } \\
\text{ ... } \\
<\text{boolean expression n}>)
\text{ then go to } L1
\]

\[
\text{else for } i := 1 \text{ to } n \text{ do }
\text{ if } <\text{boolean condition i}> \\
\text{ then PARWAIT(porti,id,mpci)};
\]

Here $L1$ is the label of the next statement after the statements associated with this repetitive command, and porti is the port named in the i-th I/O command, and mpci is the MPC label associated with the code which should follow I/O command i. The equivalent SIM coding for this command is:
DECIDENEXT;

mpc1: begin <action 1> ; DECIDENEXT ; end;
mpc2: begin <action 2> ; DECIDENEXT ; end;

. .
.
.
.

mpcn: begin <action n> ; DECIDENEXT ; end;
L1 : <rest of program> ;

With this interpretation, the command would terminate when all of the boolean conditions were false.

The general form of the alternative command is:

[ <boolean expression 1> ; <I/O command 1> -->

   <action 1> ;

[<boolean expression 2> ; <I/O command 2> -->

   <action 2> ;

   .

   .

[<boolean expression n> ; <I/O command n> -->

   <action n> ]

This CSP command is supposed to begin waiting in parallel for all I/O statements with a true guard. If none are true, the statement should fail. Unlike the repetitive command, the action is only performed once. SIM has no feature corresponding to having a statement fail. Hence, if it is desirable to have the process be terminated in response
to execution of this statement with all guards false, then the DECIDENEXT procedure defined above should simply return to the central CONTROLLER instead of the statement fragment:

go to L

Since the process will have returned without specifying any I/O, the CONTROLLER will mark the process as terminated. Otherwise, the DECIDENEXT can be used as is, and the semantics of the repetitive command become: if there is no true boolean condition, then just go on to the next statement, otherwise, begin waiting in parallel for an I/O statement with a corresponding true guard; after one of them has fired, execute the associated action.

With this possible modification to the DECIDENEXT procedure, the code for a SIM interpretation of the repetitive statement becomes:

DECIDENEXT;

mpcl: begin <action 1> ; go to L1 ; end;
mpc2: begin <action 2> ; go to L1 ; end;
   ... ...
mpcn: begin <action n> ; go to L1 ; end;
L1 : < rest of program >

The general form of a parallel command that may result in parallel waiting for I/O is:
[ <I/O command 1> || <I/O command 2> || ... 
   ... || <I/O command n> ]

A possible means of handling this is to establish an n-element boolean array, DONE, and convert this parallel command to the equivalent CSP statements:

{ set all DONE[i] to false }
* [ DONE[i] --> DONE[i] := false ]
   ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
   not DONE[n] ; <I/O command n> --> DONE[n] := TRUE; ]

The resulting repetitive command would then be translated according to the rules described above into the equivalent SIM statements.
3.0 THE IMPLEMENTATION OF SIM

This chapter will describe in considerable detail the data structures, flow-of-control, termination conditions, statistics collected, and debugging aids of the SIM program.

3.1 SIM Data Structures

SIM allows execution of networks consisting of several varieties, or types, of processes. To qualify the kind of particular processes, a scalar type, PROCKIND, is defined which ranges over all possible process kinds. The current execution state of a process is contained in entries of two arrays which have already been mentioned. These are the OWN and LPS arrays, which contain the local variables and activation records, respectively, of the processes. Both of these arrays are indexed by the unique process identifiers.

The element of the LPS array is of a structured record type ACTREC which contains the following information:

- the type and instance of the process. Together, these two fields uniquely identify the process in a way that has mnemonic value to the user. As an example, they could specify a [server,6] or [queue,2] in a network where process types server, and queue are supported.
the current state and the next state of the process. The current state is one of executing (XQT), blocked (BLK), communicating (CMN), or terminated (TRM). The next state can only be BLK or TRM, and is used for a process to inform the central CONTROLLER of the state it will enter following its current phase of execution.

The time-left field is used as a count down timer. When this reaches zero, it signals the end of the current state, either CMN or XQT. Initial values for this timer come from the process itself for execution time, and from the port records for communication delays (see description of PORTS, below).

Three accumulators record the total process time spent in the states XQT, CMN, and BLK. In case a process has terminated, a separate field contains the network time at which this occurred.

One buffer each is provided to hold an MPC, a port identifier, and a message. These are used in communicating the actual message passed, the MPC value at which a process should resume, and the identity of the port over which a message has just been passed, when the central CONTROLLER resumes the process after a message firing.

In short, the LPS entries contain everything the CONTROLLER needs to know to change the state of the process, handle the details of message passing, and collect process-specific statistics on its performance.
The OWN array also has elements of a structured type, called OWNDATA. This record type contains a field of the PROCKIND type which tells the type of the process with process identifier equal to this element's index in the array. The rest of the OWNDATA structure is variable, and depends only on the kind of process that owns it. Typically, this contains the local variables that name ports incident on the process which are referenced in I/O statements. This may also contain a local variable for local time, if this is desired, and any data for holding locally-maintained statistics, such as queue length information that might be kept by a process implementing a queue. Basically, this array must hold all of the process' data which must survive between calls to the procedure that implements the process. Strictly temporary variables can be handled by the regular Pascal local variables.

Since all of the field names of Pascal record types with variable fields must be unique, some care is required to prevent collisions in the name space of the variants for different process kinds. A practical solution which has been exploited in the example SIM program in the appendix, is to prefix all field names with a two- or three-letter combination which is suggestive of, and unique to the owning process kind.

Port identifiers in the simulated network are also
unique, and serve to index the PORTS array. PORTS[j] contains all of the information held about the port with unique identifier, j. The element type of this array, called PORTREC, contains the following information:

- the unique process identifier of the sending and receiving process, which remains constant throughout an execution of SIM.

- four boolean fields tell whether the sender and receiver are ready and/or eligible for communication. Eligible means the process named this port for communication during its last execution phase by means of PARWAIT calls, and ready means that the process is currently blocked. Actual message passing on this port will never take place unless the sender and receiver are both ready and eligible.

- the MPC values of both the sender and receiver which should be returned to when and if this port fires. Since the processes may wait on many messages, each with a separate MPC return point, a separate MPC must be kept for every possible communication.

- the amount of time that communication over this port delays both the sender and receiver. The interesting cases seem to be when the send-time is less than or equal to the receive time. The send time is related to the size of the message, and the communication rate. The difference between send and receive time corresponds to communication delay. Hence message propagation delays can be explicitly simulated,
e.g. in a simulation of communication over satellite links.

- a count of the total number of messages that have been sent over this port since the beginning of the run.

- a buffer that holds the message, if any, that was specified most recently by the sender process, just prior to the PARWAIT call which marked the sender as eligible for communication over this port. The MESSAGE record type, contains in addition to the actual message, a message type. The type in the message associated with this port binds the port to a single message type. Attempts by a process to send a message with a type different from that recorded in the port's message buffer results in an error message.

The global variables maintained by the central controller include the global time, accumulators for time spent by processes in each of the states XQT, BLK, TRM, and CMN, and a count of the total number of messages sent. Several trace variables are used to turn the run-time trace off and on. This trace is useful for debugging both the process procedures and the SIM program itself, and will be discussed below. Other variables keep termination thresholds for time and message counts, and deadlock occurrences.

3.2 Flow of Control in SIM

The sequence of events in a run of SIM consists of the following steps:

- an interactive session which solicits inputs from the
operator about the connectivity of the network to be simulated. This information could optionally be read from a file. This session obtains information in two categories:

- bind each unique process identifier to a particular process kind and instance by instantiating the defined process kinds zero, one, or more times.
- for each of the ports in the network, bind the sender and receiver processes; this implicitly specifies the topology of the network.
- simulate the execution of the network, collecting statistics as progress is made.
- print the statistics gathered in the last step.

The execution model of SIM during the simulation of the target network is the familiar operating systems concept of multiprogramming, where a number of tasks (processes) that are not blocked (whose state is XQT) are each allocated one time quantum of compute time in round-robin fashion. At the limit where the quantum size becomes zero, this becomes an instance of processor sharing, and an external observer sees all executing processes making steady progress. During each time unit in a true distributed system, the volume of processing performed is the product of one time unit and the number of processes that are executing at that time. This of course assumes that all processes that are executing accomplish the same amount of processing in a time unit. Hence, it seems reasonable to assert that one time unit of simulated time has
passed every time that the central CONTROLLER has made one pass through the list of executable processes; equivalently, this grants one time quantum to each ready process each time the network time is incremented.

An important point here is that the process is not actually resumed during every time unit in which it is in the XQT state. Processes are only resumed when they make a transition into the XQT state. The actual amount of time required for the process to complete its actual computation is immaterial. All that matters is that the process inform the CONTROLLER of the simulated time required to complete the execution being performed. This is used for performance purposes only. In cases where only the execution of an algorithm, as opposed to its simulation, is important, this time value can be ignored altogether.

Hence, a process simulating a time delay of 25 time units need only tell the CONTROLLER that it will require 25 time units. The time required to return this result does not matter. The effect of resumption, from the CONTROLLER'S point of view, is that an oracle is invoked which provides this time estimate, and the set of ports over which this process will be waiting to communicate during the block state which will follow the current execution state. In the case that no ports will be awaited, the action simulated is that the process is getting ready to terminate. Furthermore, the
oracle can provide the contents of any message that the process will wait to send. Lastly, the oracle can assert that the process has updated its local variables as if the execution had already taken place, so for the rest of the simulated time period, nothing at all needs to be computed. These are exactly the effects of resuming a process, and as a result, the CONTROLLER can merely simulate the passage of time rather than actually giving a time quantum to the process every time the network time is incremented.

The estimate of the total compute time is returned by the processes in the XQTIME field of their LPS entry. The central CONTROLLER copies this value into the TIMELEFT field; at every subsequent time unit, this value is decremented until it reaches zero. At this point, the process enters the next state, always one of terminated, or waiting for communication.

Similarly, any process in the CMN state has its time left field decremented, and the process reenters the XQT state as soon as the count reaches zero. Here the total time is provided not by the process, but rather by the user during system specification early in a run of the program, who presumably knows the intrinsic characteristics of the communication port, and the size of the messages that pass over the port.

Processes in the BLK state have no such bound on the
amount of time they will remain in this state. They simply wait until one or more of the processes that they are waiting to communicate with become ready for message passing. If a process is found to be waiting only for processes that have terminated, it is marked terminated.

The above mentioned processing takes place in the procedure TICK, which charges each process according to its state, and initiates those state changes which occur at predictable times. This routine is called once each time unit.

The procedure PASSMESSAGES is also called once every time unit, and its action is to fire some of the ports which have both sender and receiver both ready and eligible for communication over the same port. The current implementation uses a fair scheduler which guarantees that no such ready-to-fire port will be passed over more times than there are ports. This is accomplished by keeping a variable, called netfair which ranges over all the port identifiers, favoring them for a message pass if their sender and receiver are prepared to communicate, and incrementing to the next port at each time unit.

The scheduler is also deterministic in the sense that if two processes are both ready and eligible for a message pass, over say port J, then at least one of them will be involved in some message passing, either over port J, or
over one of the other ports that is incident on the process. The only reason port J would not be selected for firing is that the scheduler already selected a different port incident on the port J sender or receiver. In this case, port J could not be fired because that would mean some process was involved in more than one message firing.

The scheduler has been coded as a separate procedure so that a user may provide a different algorithm for selecting among the ready ports to decide which, if any, of them should actually fire.

When a message does fire, the contents which have been buffered in the port's records are copied to the receiver process' message buffer. Both the sender and receiver are placed into the CMN state to wait out the simulated communication time. This takes place in the procedure, FIREPORT.

The simulation view of the processes is now complete. Compare the state graph for the SIM process-procedures in fig 3.2 with the state graph that describes only the logical view of a process' states, fig 1.1. The nodes correspond to the states, and the arcs are the transitions. The procedures named for the arcs are those invoked to make the transition for the processes. Not shown in the state graph is a self loop from each of the states to itself, taken implicitly in the TICK procedure. The lengths of time spent in each state are determined as follows:
. time in the CMN state is determined by the properties of the port handling the message, and the length of the message. This information is held in the PORTS array.

. time spent in the BLK state is a function of the readiness-to-communicate of the processes named for potential communication by a process.

. time spent in the XQT state is determined by the process itself.

. time spent in the TRM state is from the time the state is entered until the end of the simulation.
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fig 3.2

3.3 Statistics collected by SIM

As part of the activation record of a process, SIM keeps a running sum of the total amount of time that the process is in each of its states, and the network time at which the process terminated, if this has occurred. For each
port, SIM records the total number of messages passed along the port. SIM also keeps the total elapsed network time.

The procedure PRINTSTATISTICS is used at the end of a run to print out the statistics collected during the run. This routine can be extended to also print out any other statistics which may be deemed necessary for implementation of a target network.

It is appropriate for the processes themselves to keep track of some types of performance statistics, and to print out this information at the end of the simulation. For this latter purpose, the MPC label 1000 is provided. Processes are resumed at this label one last time when the simulation is complete for the purpose of printing this data. As an example, queue length distribution histograms could be printed out by processes implementing a waiting queue.

3.4 Debugging Considerations and Simulation Termination

In order to facilitate implementation of SIM and the various target networks that may be developed using this program, provisions have been made to force SIM to produce various amounts of auxiliary, or trace, information while it is simulating the network. This output is controlled by the values of seven "trace" variables which the user is able to change at critical points during the run. Each of these variables controls the output within a particular area. The
output produced is none if the variables are set to zero, and generally more output is produced the larger the variables are assigned. The trace variable name and area of execution trace controlled by the variable is summarized in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Trace Area Controlled</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SIMTRACE</td>
<td>General execution of SIM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETXQTTRACE</td>
<td>Processes whose state is XQT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETBLKTRACE</td>
<td>Processes whose state is BLK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETCMNTRACE</td>
<td>Processes whose state is CMN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETTRMTRACE</td>
<td>Processes whose state is TRM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NETDEADTRACE</td>
<td>Network deadlocks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TARGETTRACE</td>
<td>Operation of target network</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion of network deadlocks is delayed until section four.

During SIM execution, the user provides execution parameters in response to specific questions presented by the program. Two of these are the time and message limit. When either of these user-supplied limits is exceeded, rather than automatically terminating, SIM gives the operator a chance to set new limits in order to continue the simulation. The program will terminate immediately if the operator does not increase the limit which was exceeded.

The time and message limits, and the trace variables
mentioned above are all solicited together by a procedure named SETTRACE. Accordingly, by judicious choice of the limits and the trace variables, the operator can select particular trace options between particular times or message counts. For example, if a target network has been observed to blow up near network time = 100, then the operator may leave the trace values low between times zero through 95, and then, when the time limit of 95 is exceeded, increase the time limit to say 105, and increase the trace variables so that a large volume of trace information about the target network will be printed out between the current time and the new time limit.

This is the exact use intended for the trace variable TARGETTRACE. Of course, since much of the implementation of the output from the target networks is necessarily handled by the processes themselves, it is necessary for the code to be included in the processes so that a higher value of TARGETTRACE does in fact produce more output from the network. This is evident in the example processes in the SIM listing in the appendix.

As an aid in including such code in the individual processes, P, of a new type, the following routines are provided:
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Routine</th>
<th>Prints Out</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PRSIGNATURE(P)</td>
<td>P's identity, kind and instance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOWOWN(P)</td>
<td>P's local variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOWPROCESS(P)</td>
<td>P's activation records from LPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOWMSG(M)</td>
<td>Message M's contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHOWNETWORK</td>
<td>Port - Process connectivity graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRACELP(P)</td>
<td>Useful process information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DUMPTTY</td>
<td>All global data, PORTS, LPS, etc.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4.0 AN APPLICATION -- DISTRIBUTED SIMULATION

Distributed Simulation [CHA81] has been proposed as a fruitful applications area for computer architectures exhibiting parallel processing capabilities. Here, the parallelism in a computation mirrors the parallelism inherent in a set of physical entities to be modelled. Interactions between the entities are simulated by messages passed between the processes that simulate the entities.

This is an instance of a message-based distributed program that is amenable to simulation on the SIM program. Here, the communication lines are modelled as ports, and the roles of the processing nodes are filled by SIM process-procedures.

In the paper presenting this concept, Chandy and Misra define the notions of process-times and line times. These are the times in the entity-level through which a process or port has been simulated. A key correctness requirement is that the events in a process or a port must be totally ordered in time, even where the time is in a "logical" sense, i.e. measured by a counter, as opposed to time measured by a clock. A port exhibiting this property is said to be "chronological". Lamport [LAM78] also treats the sub-
ject of local and global clocks, and describes the need for an extension of the partial ordering imposed by the collection of individual local clocks, to a total ordering of the events within the network if they are to be executed in a consistent manner. This is exactly the function of SIM.

In the physical system being simulated, the analog of line and process times are all trivially equal because time is always constant across the entire network. This is not so at the logical level of the simulation, and in general processes and ports may have radically different local times. This corresponds to the situation where some parts of the simulation are running far ahead of others, and the possibility of this asynchrony is the motivation for Distributed Simulation in the first place. The asynchrony represents parallelism in the simulation that is not possible in the entity level network.

In order to be able to simulate an interesting set of networks, it is necessary to define the individual process types which will comprise these networks. The next section will define six different types and explain the semantics and waiting rules for each of the types.

4.1 Some Process Types for Distributed Simulation

A very rich class of networks can be simulated by using a small set of process types. The processes construct-
ed for this application are as follows:

- the SOURCE type which generates "jobs"
- the SINK type which consumes jobs
- a DELAY type which makes a job wait for some time
- a FORK2 type which accepts jobs on an input line, makes a decision, and sends the job out over whichever of its two output lines is selected by the decision.
- a MERGE2 accepts jobs over two input lines and sends them out over a single output port while guaranteeing the chronological condition on the output line times
- a QUEUE20 models a waiting queue with a maximum size of 20 jobs.

In the following sections, each of these process types will be explained. The QUEUE20 process type is described in greater detail so that the relationship between its name, message types, local variable structure, procedural definition, and the facilities of SIM can be better understood.

4.1.1 The SOURCE Process Type

A process of type SOURCE is connected to the rest of the network via a single port, known to the process as the value of the local variable, SourceOutput. When the process is created, i.e. resumed at MPC = 0, this variable is bound to one of the ports in the network being simulated.
A SOURCE type process sends messages out over its output port with an interdeparture time determined by the code implementing the process. One application could read the departure times from a file. This might be used to perform trace-driven simulations, where the input to a simulation was a set of actual values measured in a real physical system. The SOURCE process listed in the appendix uses as the interdeparture time the sum of a constant, contained in the local variable SOCON, and a "discretized" exponential random variable, with parameter SOMU generated using the RANDOM function available on the DEC-10.

When the process is created during a run, the operator supplies values for the variables SOMU and SOCON, and binds the output port to a specific port in the target network by specifying its unique port identifier as the value of the variable SOOUTPUT. Such a SOURCE "node" also keeps a local time, in the local variable, SOTIME, which is always the time that the last message was sent out. The mechanism for sending a message after the passage of some delay, say 10 time units, is to create a new message with a timestamp of SOTIME + 10, and place the message into the process' message buffer. This value also replaces the current value of SOTIME. Then the interdeparture time, 10, is also used as the XQTIME returned to the central CONTROLLER. This tells the controller that the process will be executing for 10 time units before it tries to send out any message over its port.
Finally, PARWAIT is invoked to indicate that the process will eventually wait to send a message over the port whose identifier is the value of SOOUTPORT.

After this port does fire, this simple program is merely repeated; each time a positive delay is computed, and used as the time lapse until the next message will depart. Since the successive message times are increasing, the chronological condition is met.

4.1.2 The SINK Process Type

The SINK process type has a single input port, known locally as SIIMPORT. The SINK process always waits for input, and when a message is received, it is disposed of. In the current implementation, nothing is done with this message. Other uses of the SINK process might have the SINK process record some data from the message, or possibly print out a message as it is received. A SINK has no output ports, and so trivially guarantees monotonicity on its output ports.

4.1.3 The DELAY Process Type

A DELAY process waits initially for input over an input port, known as DINPORT, and after a message is received, computes a time delay in the same way as the process type SOURCE. After this time delay is waited out, the process waits to send out the same message over a port named DOUTPORT. Waiting out the delay is accomplished by leaving
the process in the XQT state for the computed delay period. After the message is sent out, the process again waits for input, and the cycle repeats. There is no internal buffering in a DELAY node for processes awaiting service. Once a message enters the node, it begins its wait period. However, it is buffered in the process while the process waits to send it out.

The particular semantics of this DELAY process models a single server in the sense that the delay time is only "charged" to a single message at a time. This is illustrated in the following example:

Suppose that some source of messages will try to send three messages to a DELAY node, which is initially ready to receive, with successive timestamps of 10, 20 and 80. Since the processes do not know how long they have been waiting to pass the message, all that can be asserted is that the arrivals to the DELAY node were at times at least as large as the three timestamps. Suppose that the delay values used for these three messages are 50, 5, and 30 respectively. The first message will leave the DELAY node at some time after time 60, because it arrived at time 10 or later, and had to wait out a delay of 50 time units. The second message will leave at time 65, or later. The reason for this is that in this type of DELAY node, a message does not enter and begin its waiting period until previous messages have left
the node. The last message leaves the node at some time at least as great as 110, since the node was "free" to begin its delay (i.e. begin its processing) when it arrived at time 80, or later, and the delay used was 30 time units. This behavior is summarized in the following table:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Message</th>
<th>Arrival Time</th>
<th>Delay Time</th>
<th>Departure Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>msg 1</td>
<td>&gt;=10</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>&gt;= 60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msg 2</td>
<td>&gt;=20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>&gt;= 65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>msg 3</td>
<td>&gt;=80</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>&gt;= 110</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This behavior is guaranteed by beginning the time delay for a message, M, at local time, DTIME, which is maintained as the maximum of the timestamp M had when it arrived, and that of the last message sent out. DTIME corresponds to local wall-clock time inside of a DELAY node, with the unusual property that the time displayed is always a lower bound of the real time. According to this clock, the arrivals take place at times 10, 60, and 80.

A separate time accumulator, DSUMPTIME, keeps the sum of all the computed delays. Hence, DSUMPTIME is the total "busy" time of the node. The value DTIME - DSUMPTIME is a measure of the time lost because of starvation to the node. The ratio of DSUMPTIME to DTIME is roughly the utilization of the node.

If messages had fields representing their sizes,
then the DELAY node could be constructed to return some function of the message size as its estimate of compute time. This provides a very easy way of simulating an algorithm whose time complexity is a function of problem size, e.g. $O(\text{size}^{**2})$.

4.1.4 The QUEUE20 Process Type

The process that simulates a FIFO waiting queue in this implementation is named QUEUE20 because the procedure that implements the process is compiled with a hard limit of 20 as the maximum queue size that can be accommodated. The actual run time queue size maximum, called Q20MAX, is constrained to fall between one and 20, inclusive, and is solicited from the operator at process-creation.

The following quasi-CSP program is presented to demonstrate the translation of a program from the original CSP into the procedural description required by SIM.
QUEUES ::

{ LOCAL VARIABLE DECLARATION AND INITIALIZATION }

Q20INPORT,Q20OUTPORT:PORTNAME;
Q20INPTR,Q20OUTPTR:INTEGER;
Q20BUFFER:ARRAY[0..19]OF INTEGER;

{ initialization of local variables --@ MPC = 1 }
Q20INPTR:=1; Q20OUTPTR:=1;

{ PROCEDURAL DESCRIPTION }

* [ 
{ IF WE HAVE ROOM IN THE BUFFER }
Q20INPTR<Q20OUTPTR+20;
{ THEN TRY TO RECEIVE A MESSAGE }
Q20INPORT?Q20BUFFER[Q20INPTR MOD 20] -->
{ WHEN RECEIVED, INCR INPUT PTR --@ MPC = 2 }
Q20INPTR:=Q20INPTR+1;
{ AT THE SAME TIME, }

{ IF WE HAVE A MESSAGE TO SEND, }
Q20INPTR>Q20OUTPTR;
{ TRY TO SEND IT OUT }
Q20OUTPORT!Q20BUFFER[Q20OUTPTR MOD 20] -->
{ WHEN SENT, INCR OUTPUT PTR --@ MPC = 3 }
Q20OUTPTR:=Q20OUTPTR+1 ]

Here it is assumed that the run-time queue size is always 20, and that naming a port for communication is equivalent to naming the process tied to the other end of the port. Q20INPORT is the name of the input port, and Q20OUTPORT is the name of the output port for this process. These are assumed to be bound to actual port numbers elsewhere.

The behavior of a QUEUE20 process is to initialize the local variables, and then any time it has a message to send out, it waits to send the message. At the same time,
whenever there is room in the queue, the process waits to receive another message.

In the SIM implementation, the name of the process kind, QUEUE20, is bound at SIM compile time and is distributed throughout the program. The name appears in the list of allowable values for the scalar type PROCKIND, along with all other process names in the simulation. This same name, proceeded by "LP" (for logical process) is by convention the name of the Pascal procedure that emulates this process. "LPQUEUE20" also appears in the procedure RESUME, by means of which all processes are activated when in the simulation, they make a transition into the XQI state. See fig 3.2.

The process name also appears in the definition of the OWNDATA record type. This is where the definition of the local, or "own" variables, is bound to the type of the owning process kind, in this case, the QUEUE20.

As each instance of the process kind QUEUE20 is created, a fresh local address space, and activation record for the new QUEUE20 process are allocated in the form of previously unused elements in the OWN, and LPS arrays. The OWNDATA records, which comprise the base type of the OWN array, have their structure determined by the type of their owner.

An argument is provided in the calls to the CREATE
pointers. Also at this label, if the queue is not full, the process waits for another input message.

Whenever a message is successfully sent out from this process, it is resumed at $\text{MPC} = 3$. Here it is certain that there is room for at least one more message, so the process waits for this input. Depending on the relative values of the pointers, there may be another message to send out, so the process may actually wait in parallel for both input and output.

4.1.5 The FORK2 Process Type

A process of kind FORK2 has a single input port, known as $\text{F2IMPORT}$, and two output ports, known as $\text{F2OUT1PORT}$ and $\text{F2OUT2PORT}$. Initially, a FORK2 process waits for input. When this is received, the process decides which of its two output ports to send the message over, and begins waiting to do so. Once the message is sent out, the process again waits for input and the cycle repeats. Currently, the decision about which output port to try to send over is determined by performing a single Bernoulli trial, where the probability of a success, defined as deciding to send over $\text{F2OUT1PORT}$, is a parameter that is entered by the operator at process-create time.

A different decision policy would result in a process with the same connectivity topology, but different com-
munication semantics. For example, the decision could be based on message traffic intensity, or perhaps an attribute of the particular message itself.

The chronological condition is satisfied because the inputs to the process are assumed to be chronological, and the process never holds more than one message, hence it has no opportunity to exchange two messages before they are sent out.

4.1.6 The MERGE2 Process Type

The MERGE2 process has two input ports, named M2IN1PORT, and M2IN2PORT, and a single output port named M2OUTPORT. The waiting rules of this type of process are pretty much fixed because of the requirement that the output messages be chronological, and the fact that there is minimal queueing inside of the process.

Initially, the process waits for input from either ports. As soon as any message is received over either port, it is buffered, and the process continues to wait for a message to come in over the other port. When this second message is received, the timestamps of the two messages are compared, and the process waits to send the message with the smaller timestamp over its output port. When the message is sent out, the process waits for input over the port which provided the message that was last sent. Once this message
is received, the timestamps are again compared, and the cycle repeats. If two timestamps are found to be equal upon comparison, one message is arbitrarily selected to be sent first, and when it is sent, the process begins waiting for the port that provided this message.

This section has described six process varieties which have been modelled using SIM. Many others are possible, and some of these have been suggested. Each of these fills a role as a building block for constructing fairly general networks of processes. The processes as presented are useful for simulation of networks that create, delay, enqueue, and kill messages or jobs. The exact processing performed within a network depends on characteristic parts of the process' code.

4.2 Deadlocks in Distributed Simulation

A problem with distributed algorithms following the waiting rules inherent in the processes described above is the occurrence of deadlocks. Of course, deadlocks that arise in the modelled system will show up in the simulation; this is desirable. In fact, the purpose of a simulation might be to gain insights into the deadlock characteristics of a network. However, other deadlocks, not arising in the simulated system can and do show up strictly as a result of the waiting rules proposed in [CHA79].
4.3 Deadlock Resolution in Distributed Simulation

A solution proposed in this same paper was to introduce special "null" messages, whose sole purpose was to advance the line times of the ports, so that some process in a deadlocked system might be able to change the ports upon which it was waiting, while still guaranteeing the chronological condition for all of the ports, and hence break the deadlock. This algorithm was implemented in [SEE79] and found to work well in systems without feedback paths. In systems with feedback paths, the number of null messages grew so large as to flood the communication capacity of the network.

A separate solution was proposed in [CHA81] that computes a least upper bound on the line times. The algorithm consists of N phases, where a phase is comprised of an execution part followed by a communication part. N represents the total number of processes in the network. The reader is referred to the original article for a complete discussion of the problem of deadlocks in distributed simulation, with examples, and a description of the deadlock recovery algorithm together with a proof of its correctness.

As a testbed for general purpose distributed simulation, this algorithm has been implemented in the processes described above. During a simulation run, the processes compute and communicate until deadlock occurs, at which
point, the entire system typically backs up and ceases to make progress. In the current implementation, the deadlock is detected by the central CONTROLLER, which initiates the recovery algorithm, and synchronizes the N phases. Initially, the line time used for each port is infinitely large. Then at each phase, every process either revises downward, or leaves constant its estimate of the earliest time ( = smallest line time ) at which it may try to send out a message over each of its output ports. At the k-th computation step, the process is able to do this based on the presence of the (k-1)st such estimate from all processes that send messages to it.

In a pure form, this would have been passed as a message to it along all of its input ports during the (k-1)st communication phase. This would be complicated in SIM, however, because the ports can only pass messages of a single type. Hence a pure implementation in SIM would require a network of communication lines for these time estimates that was parallel to the regular message ports. In the SIM implementation, this pure structure has been compromised to the extent of providing a dedicated word of the port's records to carry this information. This corresponds in the physical system to giving a little of the bandwidth of the port over to the deadlock recovery messages, as was needed. Of course, the ports would not be trying to carry regular messages at the same time, because if they were, the system would not be
deadlocked.

A process executing its k-th step of this algorithm is resumed at \( MPC = 1010 \). There it reads the \((k-1)\)st estimate on all of its input ports, and writes its own k-th estimate to its output ports. When the network consists of \( N \) processes, the algorithm computes its terminal values within \( N \) steps. Typically, the actual number of steps required is much lower, and seems tied to the length of the longest closed chain of processes.

After the \( N \) steps, the central \textbf{CONTROLLER} resumes the processes one last time in order to let them try to change the ports they are waiting for. According to [CHA81], there is always at least one process that can change its waiting pattern. At this point, if a process can change the lines that it is waiting for, it does so by means of \texttt{PARWAIT} calls.

After this \( k \)-step algorithm runs, the \textbf{CONTROLLER} attempts to make some of the ports fire, as if there had been no deadlock. If any firing is possible, at least one message is fired, and the simulation can continue. Otherwise, the deadlock cannot be eliminated, due to the fact that it is one which arose in the physical system, not one which appeared as a result of the waiting rules.

The results of SIM runs with this algorithm are
encouraging. The algorithm works as expected to recover from deadlocks in both feedback, and feedforward networks. The interpretation of performance statistics for the algorithm requires only that the amounts of time for communication and processing be stated for a particular network. The relative cost would be greater in communication-limited, as opposed to compute-bound systems. As long as the time required for a process to communicate with all other N-1 processes is no worse than O(N), the overall performance is O(N**2), because it repeats this O(N) communication for each of the N steps of the algorithm. This result would be somewhat harder to establish for a totally distributed implementation, e.g. because of the time required to detect the deadlock initially, but should prove to be true.

As a last point on this subject, it is very easy to examine the effect of queue size on the frequency of deadlocks in such a distributed simulation. In an environment where execution of the recovery algorithm were very undesirable, one could see the advantage to be gained in avoided execution that could be obtained at the expense of extra memory buffering for the processes. The results from such a simulation for two particular networks appear in appendix 2.
5.0 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK

An obvious extension of the SIM program would be to provide the front-end language processing that would be required to implement a very useful subset of CSP. Such a translator would output entire SIM programs with the process-procedures embedded in them. This report has suggested some of the strategy that could be used in such a program.

In the current implementation, the topology of a network is constant throughout the execution of the simulation after it is entered during the network specification part of a run. This is not a general constraint imposed by SIM however. The connectivity of the network is contained in the global data of the system, and by changing this data during a run, the effective topology could be changed. In addition to changing the records about who talks to whom, new instances of the processes can be created, initialized, and executed, all on the fly. In this way, a network could change its topology to adapt to a particular processing problem. This would allow very general forking and joining in the processes of the network, as is required by many of the languages supporting concurrency. By spawning a number of subprocesses, a process could implement nondeterministic
algorithms.

A very simple mapping would allow an instance of the SIM program and its processes to become the program that operated a true distributed system with a central controlling process, communicating e.g. over wires. The "MPC label" concept would map directly onto any of the typical machines with a vectored interrupt structure. With some modifications, the "oracle" functions provided by the CONTROLLER could be distributed and placed in the processes they served, possibly in the form of hardware bus arbitration.
6.0 SUMMARY

This report has described the SIM program, which has been written to assist one in the development of programs with distributed control in the form of a number of processes executing in parallel, and strong interactions in the form of messages passed between the processes. The program was motivated by the requirements of a language proposed by Hoare, that has proven useful in the expression of programs based on message passing.

The data, control structures, and special debug facilities of the program were detailed as an aid for anyone wishing to use it for future work.

A particular application, distributed simulation, was used as an example of the process structure and general nature of networks supported by SIM. Handling of the problem of deadlocks in this type of system was accommodated at modest expenditure of effort by introducing a dependence of the algorithm upon the central CONTROLLER.
APPENDIX 1

TEXT OF SIM PROGRAM

00150  PROGRAM DSIM(INPUT*,OUTPUT*)
00160  00170  ( * IN THIS LISTING, 'TARDEP' MEANS TARGET DEPENDENT, AND IMPLIES
00180  THAT THE REFERENCED CODE OR DATA STRUCTURES ARE IMPACTED
00190  BY CHANGES IN THE TARGET NETWORK TO BE SIMULATED. *)
00200
00210  CONST
00220  (* TARDEP = TOTAL NETWORK PORT COUNT *)
00230  PORTMAX = 1001
00240  (* TARDEP = TOTAL NETWORK PROCESS COUNT *)
00250  PROCMAX = 1001
00260
00270  TYPE
00280  (* TARDEP = SCALAR PROCESS TYPE LIST*)
00290  PROCKIND = (SOURCE, SINK, FORK, MERGE, DELAY, QUEUE2P)
00300  (* EACH LOGICAL PROCESS IS ALWAYS IN ONE OF FOUR STATES,
00310  ACTUALLY EXECUTING (YGT), WAITING FOR COMMUNICATION (BLK),
00320  ACTUALLY COMMUNICATING (CMN), OR TERMINATED (TRM), *)
00330  STATETYPE = (YGT, BLK, TRM, CMN)
00340
00350  (* SMALL INTEGERS PORTID AND PROCID TAKE ON VALUES THAT UNIQUELY
00360  IDENTIFY A PARTICULAR PORT OR PROCESS, RESPECTIVELY. *)
00370  PORTID = 1..PORTMAX
00380  PROCID = 1..PROCMAX
00390
00400  (* PORTDIRECTIONTYPES ARE USED AS PARAMETERS TO DEFINEPORT *)
00410  PORTDIRECTIONTYPE = (IN, OUT)
00420
00430  (* TARDEP = SCALAR TARGET MESSAGE TYPE LIST*)
00440  MSGKIND = (UNDEFINED, JOB)
00450
00460  (* TARDEP = TARGET MESSAGE-RECORD TYPE, A 'MESSAGE' CONSISTS OF
00470  AN MTIME FIELD FOR THE TIME COMPONENT OF THE MESSAGE, AN M KIND
00480  FIELD TO DENOTE THE TARGET DEPENDENT MSGKIND OF THE MESSAGE,
00490  E.G., 'SIGNAL' & 'ACK', THE MSGKIND VARIABLE ALSO DETERMINES THE
00500  REMAINING STRUCTURE OF THE MESSAGE, EACH NEW ELEMENT IN THE
00510  SCALAR MSGKIND LIST MUST HAVE AN ASSOCIATED CASE MSGKIND
00520  DEFINITION IN THE FOLLOWING LINES. *)
00530  MMESSAGE = RECORD
00540  MTIME: INTEGER;
00550  CASE MSGKIND = MSGKIND OF
00560  UNDEFINED = (UDA TAI NTEGER);
00570  JOB = (JOBNUMBER:INTEGER);
00580  END;
00590
00600  (* EACH LOGICAL PROCESS HAS AN ASSOCIATED ACTIVITY RECORD OF TYPE
00610  ACTREC, THAT RETAINS THAT PORT OF THE PROCESS' STATE VECTOR THAT
00620  IS MAINTAINED BY THE INTERPRETER, READ 'FA' FOR ACTIVITY IN
00630  INTERPRETING THE FILESM, THE TARGET PROCESSES INFORM THE
00640  INTERPRETER OF THEIR INTENDED NEXT STATE VIA THE VARIABLE
00650  ANEXTSTATE, WHICH ONLY HAS MEANINGFUL VALUES OF BLK OR TRM,
00660  A STATE AND ANEXTSTATE THEN ARE THE CURRENT AND NEXT STATES OF
00670  THE BOUND PROCESSES RESPECTIVELY, THE ATIMELEFT FIELD HAS
00680  MEANING IN BOTH THE YGT AND CMN STATES, AND DENOTES THE AMOUNT
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OF TIME REQUIRED TO CONCLUDE THE CURRENT EXECUTION AND COM-
MUNICATION RESPECTIVELY, THE SMS VARIABLES RETAIN THE AMOUNT
OF TIME SPENT SO FAR IN EACH OF THE STATES XOT, BLK, AND CMN.

IF THE CURRENT STATE OF A PROCESS IS TRM, THEN ATRTIME HAS
THE NETWORK CLOCK TIME THAT THE PROCESS BECAME TERMINATED.
AMESAGE IS A ONE-MESSAGE BUFFER USED FOR MESSAGES TRANSFERRED
TO AND FROM THE PORTS FOR COMMUNICATION.

A TYPE AND AINSTANCE CONTAIN THE TARGET NETWORK PROCESSING AND
INSTANCE OF THE BOUND PROCESS, E.G., "SERVER" "?", OR "MERGE" "2".
AMP (FOR META PROGRAM COUNTER) IS THE MEANS OF TELLING THE
INTERPRETER WHAT THE PROCESS POINT-OF-RETURN SHOULD BE FOLLOWING
COMMUNICATION OVER A PARTICULAR PORT. THIS IS PASSED AS A
PARAMETER IN THE PWAIT CALL THAT DECLARES THAT PORT TO BE
ONE OF THE WAITED PORTS FOR THE CALLING PROCESS DURING THE NEXT
BLK STATE FOR THE PROCESS.

ACORDINGLY, WHEN THE INTERPRETER HAS CHosen A PARTICULAR PORT
FOR FIRING, THE COMMUNICATING PROCESSES ARE INFORMED OF THEIR
RETURN POINT THAT CORRESPONDS TO ACTION TO FOLLOW THIS PORT
FIRING.

ACTREC = RECORD
  ATYPE : STRING;
  AINSTANCE : STRING;
  ASTATE : ANEXTSTATEISTSTATETYPE;
  ATIMELEFT, ASUMXUTTIME, ASUMCMNTIME, ASUMBLKTIME : INTEGER;
  ATRTIME, AMP, APXUTTIME : INTEGER;
  APRTIPORTID : APRTIPORTID;
  AMESAGE : MESAGE;
END;

(* EACH PORT HAS AN ASSOCIATED PORT RECORD OF TYPE PORTREC,
  A PORT HAS A FIXED SENDER AND RECEIVER WHICH ARE NAMED AS
  SENDER AND PRECEIVER RESPECTIVELY, FOR EACH OF SENDER AND
  RECEIVER, THE PORT MAINTAINS BOOLEAN VARIABLES INDICATING
  READY AND ELIGIBLE, WHERE X IS ONE OF & FOR SENDER OR
  R FOR RECEIVER, PXWAITING <X> (X IS READY TO COMMUNICATE ),
  AND PXELIGIBLE <X> (X MARKED THIS PORT AS ELIGIBLE DURING
  ITS LAST EXECUTION PHASE BY MEANS OF A PWAIT CALL).
  PORTS ARE NEVER FIRED UNLESS BOTH NAMED PROCESSES ARE
  BOTH ELIGIBLE AND WAITING,
  WHEN THE MESSAGE DOES FIRE, THE SENDER AND RECEIVER
  ARE INFORMED OF THEIR RESUME POINTS AS PSMPC AND PRMPC RESP.
  PSTIME AND PRTIME ARE THE NUMBER OF TIME UNITS REQUIRED TO
  SEND AND RECEIVE A MESSAGE ON THIS PORT, COMMUNICATION TIME
  IS EXPLICITLY MODELLED WHEN THESE VALUES ARE SET NON-ZERO,
  A VIRTUAL FIELD, PCAPACITY, IS A MEASURE OF THE COMMUNICATION
  CAPACITY REQUIRED FOR THE "LINE OF COMMUNICATION" MODELLED
  BY THIS PORT;

  PCAPACITY = (SIZE OF MESSAGE)/(TIME REQUIRED FOR TRAN)
  SIMILARLY, PDELAY, FOR PORT TRANSMISSION DELAY COULD BE
  THAT IS, THE ADDITIONAL AMOUNT OF TIME THAT COMMUNICATION
  DELAYS THE RECEIVER COMPARED WITH THE SENDER,
  HENCE FAIRLY GENERAL COMMUNICATION CAN BE MODELLED EXPLICITLY;
  PHIJ IS USED IN THE DEADLOCK RECOVERY COMPUTATION OF W SUB I,J
  THIS IS BEING HANDLED FOR THESE EXPERIMENTS
  AS PART OF THE PORT RECORD INSTEAD OF THE LOCAL DATA OF THE LPS,
  AN IMPLEMENTATION MIGHT MULTIPLE THE CHANNEL INTO A DATA PART,
  AND A PART USED TO COMMUNICATE THE INFORMATION NECESSARY TO
BREAK DEADLOCK,

PORTREC = RECORD
  PSEQUENC, PPRECEIVER, PPRIORITY, DPRCID,
  PR ELIGIBLE, PWAITING, PWAITING, PPRELIGIBLE, PBOOLEAN,
  PSHARED, PPHRESH, PSTIME, PPTIME, PSIGCOUNTER, PSESSION, PMESSAGE,
  PWTIME, PHUNGE, PHINT, PHDINT, PHTIME, PMTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
  PSESSION, PMESSAGE, PTIME,
  PUNGE, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PID, PTIME, PSH.INTER,
THE PORTS' DATA RECORD), THIS IS A CONVENIENT MECHANISM TO
DEFINE AN ORDERING ON THE PORTS SUCH AS THE USE BY THE SCHEDULE
PROCEDURE TO DEFINE THE ORDER IN WHICH THE PORTS SHOULD FIRE, =)
PORTPOINTER = ARRAY[I..,PORTMAX] OF B..PORTMAX;

VAR (* GLOBAL VARIABLES *)

(* PORTS IS A TABLE OF PORTRECORDS, ONE FOR EACH PORT IN THE
  TARGET NETWORK, A PORT'S PORTID INDEXES THE TABLE, *)
PORTS [ ARRAY[I..,PORTMAX] OF PORTREC ];

(* LPS IS A TABLE OF ACTIVATION RECORDS, ONE FOR EACH LOGICAL
  PROCESS IN THE TARGET NETWORK, A PROCESS' PROCID INDEXES
  INTO THE TABLE, *)
LPS [ ARRAY[I..,PROCMAX] OF ACTREC ];

(* OWN IS A TABLE CONTAINING THE PROCESS' OWNED DATA RECORDS,
  ONE FOR EACH LOGICAL PROCESS, PROCESS I ACCESSES ITS DATA
  AS OWN[I].HEAD, OWN[I].TAIL AND OWN[I].Q[I] FOR THE
  DEFINITIONS OF OWN DATA FOR THE PROCESS KIND 'QUEUE'
  DISCUSSED WITH THE OWNDATA TYPE DEFINITION, *)
OWN [ ARRAY[I..,PROCMAX] OF OWNDATA ];

(* NETTIME IS THE GLOBAL NETWORK CLOCK, A DISCRETE-VALUED
  CLOCK, IT ADVANCES ONE TIME UNIT EVERY TIME THE GLOBAL
  CLOCK "THICKS", SEE THE PROCEDURE DEFINITION FOR TICK, *)
NETSUMOFTIME, NETSUMCNTIME, AND NETSUMBLKTIME ACCUMULATE
THE AMOUNT OF TIME THAT PROCESSES SPEND IN STATES
EXECUTING, COMMUNICATING, AND BLOCKED RESPECTIVELY,

NETMSGLIMIT AND NETTIMELIMIT ARE THE TIME AND MESSAGE BOUNDS
THAT THE PROGRAM OPERATOR HAS SPECIFIED, IF EITHER LIMIT
IS EXCEEDED, THE SIMULATION IS STOPPED AND A MESSAGE PRINTED;
BEFORE THIS HAPPENS HOWEVER, THE OPERATOR GETS THE OPTION OF
EXECUTING NEW, HIGHER VALUES SO THAT THE SIMULATION MAY
PROCEED, NETMSGCOUNT CONTAINS THE TOTAL NUMBER OF MESSAGES
THAT HAVE BEEN SENT SINCE THE BEGINNING OF THE SIMULATION,

PORTJ IS AN INDEX VARIABLE THAT RANGES OVER THE DEFINED PORTS.
NETDEAULOCK AND NETTERM ARE BOOLEAN VARIABLES WITH DEFINITIONS:
ALL NONTERMINATED PROCESSES ARE DEADLOCKED, AND ALL PROCESSES
ARE TERMINATED RESPECTIVELY,

SEVEN DIFFERENT TRAJECT VARIABLES TURN ON SIMULATION RUN-TIME
OUTPUT FOR THE PURPOSE OF DEBUGGING THE INTERPRETER OF THE
TARGET LOGICAL PROCESSES, OR OBSERVING THE PROGRESS OF A
SIMULATION, IN GENERAL THESE VARIABLES PRODUCE MORE LISTING
WHEN THEY HAVE LARGER VALUES, ALL ARE INTEGER, AND A ZERO
MEANS NO-THREAT, THESE ARE:

NAME GOVERNS LISTING WITHIN THE SUBJECT AREA
NETGETTRACE THE PROCESS STATE = EXECUTING
NETCNTRACE THE PROCESS STATE = COMMUNICATING
NETBLCTRACE THE PROCESS STATE = BLOCKED
NETTERMTRACE THE PROCESS STATE = TERMINATED
INTERTRACE ACTION OF THE INTERPRETER, PROCEDURE CALLS, ETC,
TARGETTRACE ACTIVITIES OF THE TARGET NETWORK
NETDEADTRACE DEADLOCK DETECTION AND RECOVERY

COUNT IS INITIALIZED BY COUNTBYSTATE AND PROVIDES A CONVENIENT
WAY OF DETERMINING THE NUMBER OF PROCESSES THAT ARE IN EACH STATE
AT ANY GIVEN TIME. SEE THE TESTS FOR TERMINATION AND DEADLOCK
DETECTION IN THE MAIN PROGRAM.

TTY IS THE PROGRAM NAME OF THE OPERATOR'S I/O DEVICE, ASSUMED
TO BE A TELETYPewriter-LIKE DEVICE;

NETFAIR IS AN OWNED VARIABLE OF THE SCHEDULE PROCEDURE THAT
IS USED TO ENSURE FAIRNESS AMONG THE WAITING PORTS, SO THAT
NO MESSAGE WITH ELIGIBLE AND WAITING SENDER AND RECEIVER IS PASSED
OVER INFINITELY OFTEN FOR FIRING, SEE PROCEDURE SCHEDULE,

DEADLOCKCOUNT IS A COUNT OF THE NUMBER OF DEADLOCKS DETECTED
IN THE SEQUENTIAL SIMULATION, NOTE THAT THIS INCLUDES ANY
THAT ARISE IN THE TARGET SIMULATION, AND TYPICALLY MANY MORE
THAT ARTIFICIALLY ARISE BECAUSE OF THE SEQUENTIAL SIMULATION
OF THE WAITING RULES FOR MERGE PROCESSES, AND POSSIBLY OTHERS,

HIGHPROC AND HIGHPORT ARE THE HIGHEST NUMBERED PROC AND PORT
RESPECTIVELY, THAT ARE USED IN THE CURRENT SIMULATION. THIS
DEPENDS ON WHAT NETWORK THE OPERATOR HAS SPECIFIED.

NETTIME, NETSUMGOTTIME, NETSUMCNTTIME, NETSUMBLKTIME(integer);
NETBSLIMIT, NETTIMELIMIT, NETMSGCOUNT(integer);
PORTJI 1..PORTMAX;
PHIC1, PHIC2 1..PROCMAX;
NETDEADLOCK, NETTERMIDBOOLEAN;
NETCHNTIME, NETGSTTRACE, NETBLKTTRACE, INTERTRACE, NETTMSCOUNT(integer);
TARGETTRACE(integer); COUNTBYSTATE;
NETDEADTRACE(integer);
TTY I ATEXIT;
NETFAIRPORT(integer) (* PORT FAIRNESS == PROCESS FAIRNESS *)
DEADLOCKCOUNT(integer);
DEADLOCKLIMIT(integer);
HIGHPROC, PORT1PORT(integer);
BUFFERSIZE(integer) (* FOR BUFFERSIZE VS DEADLOCK EXPERIMENT *)

PROCEDURE CONTINUE;
(*) PRINTS A MESSAGE AND SOLICITS DUMMY INPUT AS A DEBUG TOOL *)
VAR DUMMYCHAR;
BEGIN
WRITE(TTY,* CONTINUE CALLED, ENTER ANY CHAR *);
BREAK;
RESET(TTY);
READ(TTY,DUMMY);

ENU;
FUNCTION MIN(ARG1, ARG2)(integer)integer;
BEGIN
IF ARG1<ARG2 THEN MIN=ARG1 ELSE MIN=ARG2;
END;

FUNCTION MAX(ARG1, ARG2)(integer)integer;
BEGIN
IF ARG1>ARG2 THEN MAX=ARG1 ELSE MAX=ARG2;
END.
14600 PROCEDURE INCA(VAR ARGI:INTEGER);
14650 BEGIN
14700 ARGI := ARGI + 1;
14750 END;
14800 PROCEDURE DECR(VAR ARGI:INTEGER);
14850 BEGIN
14900 ARGI := ARGI - 1;
14950 END;
15000 PROCEDURE MSG(MSG:MES SAGE);
15050 (* TAR DEP: PROCEDURE TO WRITE THE PERTINANT INFORMATION FROM MSG
15100 TO THE TTY. THE ALLOWABLE VALUES OF MSG,M SKIND MUST BE ACCOUNTED
15150 FOR IN THE CASE STATEMENT SO THAT ALL ALLOWABLE MESSAGES CAN
15200 BE DUMPED TO TTY. *)
15250 BEGIN
15300 WRITELN(TTY);
15350 WITH MSG DO BEGIN
15400 WRITE(TTY," MTIME = ",MTIME16," HAS KIND ")
15450 CASE MKIND OF
15500 UNDEFINED BEGIN
15550 WRITELN(TTY," UNDEFINED, MESSAGE UDATA = ",UDATA);
15600 END;
15650 JOB BEGIN
15700 WRITELN(TTY," JOB, JOBNUMBER = ",JOBNUMBER);
15750 END;
15800 END;
15850 END;
15900 PROCEDURE COPYMSGTOTFROM(VAR DEST:MES SAGE;FROM:MES SAGE);
15950 (* TAR DEP: COPIES THE FROM MESSAGE TO THE DEST MESSAGE. *)
16000 (* MUST BE ABLE TO COPY ALL THE NECESSARY PARTS OF ALL POSSIBLE
16050 MESSAGE VARIETIES, AS DETERMINED IN ANY PARTICULAR CALL BY THE
16100 VALUE OF FROM,M KIND. *)
16150 BEGIN
16200 DEST,MTIME := FROM,MTIME;
16250 DEST,MKIND := FROM,MKIND;
16300 CASE FROM,MKIND OF
16350 UNDEFINED BEGIN
16400 JOBNUMBER := FROM,JOBNUMBER;
16450 END;
16500 IF (INTERTRACE>0) THEN
16550 IF (INTERTRACE>50) OR (METAMTRACE>50) THEN CONTINUE;
16600 END;
16650 PROCEDURE SHOWPORT(ID:PORTID);
16700 (* DUM PT TY STATE OF PORT *)
16750 BEGIN
16800 WITH PORTS[ID] DO BEGIN
16850 WRITELN(TTY); WRITE(TTY," PORT ",ID13," SENDER",PSENDER13," RECEIVER ")
16900 WRITE(TTY,"PRECEIVER",PSENGIBLE);"PSLENGIBLE")
16950 WRITE(TTY,"PRELENGIBLE","PSLENGIBLE","P RWHATING","PW RATING","PSMPC",REMPC13,"PRMPC")
17000 END;
17750 WRITE(NTY,PMPC13)
17800 WRITE(NTY,PHIJ = "PHIJ")
17850 WRITE(NTY, PTIME = "PTIME", PTIME18 = "PTIME18")
17900 WRITE(NTY, "PMSCOUNT", PMSCOUNT16, "MESSAGE IS ")
17950 SHOWMSG(MESSAGES)
18000 END (* WITH *)
18050 END
18100 PROCEDURE PRSTATETYPE(STISTATETYPE)
18150 (* PRINT PROCESS STATE GIVEN BY ST FIELD WIDTH IS 5 *)
18200 BEGIN
18250 CASE ST OF
18300 IGTWRITE(NTY, "XGT ")
18350 BLKWRITE(NTY, "BLK ")
18400 CMNWRITE(NTY, "CMN ")
18450 TRMWRITE(NTY, "TRM ")
18500 END
18550 END
18600 PROCEDURE PRMSKIND(MKIMSKIND)
18650 (* TARIPE = WRITE THE MESSAGE KIND PRINTNAME AT THE CURRENT CURSOR
18700 ON NTY
18750 BEGIN
18800 CASE MK OF
18850 UNDEFINERWRITE(NTY, "UNDEFINED ")
18900 JOBWRITE(NTY, "JOB ")
18950 END
19000 END
19050 END
19100 END
19150 END
19200 PROCEDURE PRPROCIND(TYIPROCIND)
19250 (* TARIPE = PRINT LOGICAL PROCESS KIND GIVEN BY TY AT CURRENT CURSOR
19300 FIELD WIDTH IS 9 *)
19350 BEGIN
19400 CASE TY OF
19450 SOURCEWRITE(NTY, "SOURCE ")
19500 INKWRITE(NTY, "INK ")
19550 FOKWRITE(NTY, "FOK ")
19600 MERGEWRITE(NTY, "MERGE ")
19650 DELAYWRITE(NTY, "DELAY ")
19700 QUEUE21WRITE(NTY, "QUEUE21 ")
19750 ENID
19800 ENI
19850 ENII
19900 EN
19950 PROCEDURE PSIGNATURE(ID1PPROCID)
20000 (* PRINT PROCESS KIND, INSTANCE, AND PROCESS ID FOR THE PROCESS
20050 NUMBER PASSED AS ID1 AT THE CURRENT CURSOR POSITION, FIELD WIDTH
20100 IS 31 *)
20150 BEGIN
20200 PROCPROCIND(LPS[1].ACETYPE)
20250 WRITE(NTY, "INSTANCE = ", LPS[1].AINSTANCE14, "UNIQUE ID = ", ID14)
20300 END
20350 PROCEDURE SHOWPROCESS(ID1PPROCID)
20400 (* DUMP NTY STATE OF THE PROCESS NAMED ID, *)
20450 BEGIN
20500 WRITE(NTY)
20550 WRITE(NTY, "SHOWPROCESS ")
20600 PSIGNATURE(IU)
WITH LPS(ID) DO BEGIN
  WRITELN(TTY);*
  WRITE(TTY," ASTATE = ")
  PRSTATETYPE(ASTATE);
  WRITE(TTY," ASTATE = ")
  PRSTATETYPE(ASTATE);
  WRITELN(TTY);
  WRITE(TTY," ATIMELEFT = ",ATIMELEFT16,", ASUMXGTTIME = ");
  WRITELN(TTY,ASUMXGTTIME16,", ASUMCHNTIME = ",ASUMCHNTIME16);
  WRITE(TTY," ASUMXGTTIME = ",ASUMXGTTIME16);
  WRITE(TTY," ATMNTIME = ",ATMNTIME16,", AMPC = ",AMPC14);
  WRITE(TTY," ATMNTIME = ",ATMNTIME16);
  WRITE(TTY," ATIMELEFT = ",ATIMELEFT16);
  WRITE(TTY," ATIMELEFT = ",ATIMELEFT16);
  WRITE(TTY," APORT = "*,APORT14,", MESSAGE BUFFER *");
  WRITELN(TTY," CONTAINS THE MESSAGE");
  SHOWMSG(AMESSAGE);
  END;
PROCEDURE SHOWOWN(PROC1,PROC2);
(* TAPEF = PRINT OWNED DATA FOR PROCESS GIVEN BY PROC *)
VAR II : INTEGER;
BEGIN
  WRITELN(TTY);
  WRITE(TTY," PROCSS (",PROC1," HAS OWNED DATA FOR OPROCING=")
  PRINT(PROCS[0],PROC2),OPROCING))
  WRITE(TTY);
  WRITE(TTY," WITH OWN[PROC] DO BEGIN;
CASE OPROCING OF
  SOURCEDO BEGIN
    WRITE(TTY," SOURCENAME = "*,SOURCENAME13);
    WRITE(TTY," SOURCGN = "*,SOURCGN);
  SINKEDO BEGIN
    WRITE(TTY," SINKNAME = "*,SINKNAME13,", LOCAL TIME = ");
    WRITELN(TTY,S1TIME16,", S1JBCOUNT = "*,S1JBCOUNT16);
    END;
  QUEUEEDO BEGIN
    WRITE(TTY," QUEUEPORT = "*,QUEUEPORT13,", G2RNAME = "*,G2RNAME13,", G2RPORT = ");
    WRITE(TTY," G2RNAME = "*,G2RNAME13,", G2RPORT = "*,G2RPORT13);
    WRITE(TTY," G2RINPTR = "*,G2RINPTR17,", G2ROUTPTR = "*,G2ROUTPTR17);
END;

MERGE2BEGIN
WRITE(TTY," M2IN1PORT = ",M2IN1PORT13," M2IN2PORT = ",M2IN2PORT13);
WRITE(TTY," M1INPORT = ",M1INPORT13," M1OUTPORT = ",M1OUTPORT13);
WRITE(TTY," M2IN1TIME = ",M2IN1TIME16," M2IN2TIME = ",M2IN2TIME16);
WRITE(TTY," M2HAVE1 = ",M2HAVE1);
WRITE(TTY," M2HAVE2 = ",M2HAVE2);
WRITE(TTY," M2JOB1COUNT = ",M2JOB1COUNT16);
WRITE(TTY," M2JOB2COUNT = ",M2JOB2COUNT16);
IF (TARGETTRACK2P) THEN BEGIN
WRITE(TTY," M2IN1MSG CONTAINS THE MESSAGE = ",M2IN1MSG);
SHOWMSG(M2IN1MSG);
WRITE(TTY," M2IN2MSG CONTAINS THE MESSAGE = ",M2IN2MSG);
SHOWMSG(M2IN2MSG);
END;
END;
FORK2BEGIN
WRITE(TTY," F2INPORT = ",F2INPORT13," F2OUTPORT = ");
WRITE(TTY," F2OUTPORT13," F2OUTPORT13);
WRITE(TTY," F1TIME = ",F1TIME16," F1OUT1COUNT = ");
WRITE(TTY," F2OUT1COUNT16," F2OUT1COUNT16);
WRITE(TTY," F2OUT2COUNT = ",F2OUT2COUNT16);
WRITE(TTY," F2RH0 = ",F2RH0);
END;
END;
DLAT2BEGIN
WRITE(TTY," DINPORT = ",DINPORT13," DOUTPORT = ");
WRITE(TTY," DOUTPORT13," DOUTPORT13);
WRITE(TTY," DTIME = ",DTIME16);
WRITE(TTY," DJOB2COUNT = ",DJOB2COUNT16," DEMU = ",DEMU1);
WRITE(TTY," DCON = ",DCON1);
WRITE(TTY," DSUMTIME = ",DSUMTIME16);
END; (* CASE *)
WRITE(TTY);
END;
END;

PROCEDURE SHOWNETWORK;
(* SHOWS THE PROCESSES IDENTITIES, TYPES AND INSTANCES, AND CONNECTIVITY
OF PROCESSES AND PORTS *)
VAR PROC1:PROC1;PORTJ:PORT13;
BEGIN
WRITE(TTY);
WRITE(TTY," NETWORK DEFINITION FOLLOWS, HERE ARE THE PROCESSES ");
FOR PROC1 = 1 TO HIGHTURP DO BEGIN
WRITE(TTY," ");
PURSIGNATURE(PROC1);
WRITE(TTY);
END;
WRITE(TTY);
WRITE(TTY," HERE ARE THE PORTS ");
WRITE(TTY," SENDER RECEIVER PORTID MSGKIND ");
WRITE(TTY," PORT13 ");
FOR PORTJ = 1 TO HIGHTURP DO WITH PORTS(PORTJ) DO BEGIN
WRITE(TTY," ",PSENDER13," ",PRCEIVER13);
WRITE(TTY," PORT13 ");
PRMSGKIND(PMESSAGE,MKIND);
WRITE(TTY);
END;
WRITE(TTY);
END;
END;
PROCEDURE PARWAIT(WHICHPORT,PORTID,REQUESTER,PROCID,MPCI,INTEGER)

PARALLEL WAITING FOR A MESSAGE OVER PORT # WHICHPORT.

SHOULD THIS BE THE PORT OVER WHICH THIS PROCESS NEXT
COMMUNICATES, EXECUTION SHOULD RESUME AT THE CONTROL
POINT MPC (META PROGRAM COUNTER), THIS PROC WILL
CHECK THAT THE REQUESTING PROCESS IS NAMED AS A PARTY
TO COMMUNICATION OVER THE NAMED PORT, AND THAT THE TYPE OF
MESSAGE SENT TO THIS PORT AGREES WITH THE TYPE NAMED IN THIS
PORT'S PORTREC. AN ERROR MESSAGE IS PRINTED UPON CALL
IF THESE REQUIREMENTS ARE NOT SATISFIED.
BEGIN
IF (INTERTRACE=NETBLKTRACE=NETCMNTRACE=TARGETTRACE) = 0 THEN
WRITE(TTY," PARWAIT CALLED")
ELSE IF (INTERTRACE=10) OR (NETBLKTRACE=10) OR (TARGETTRACE=10) THEN BEGIN
WRITE(TTY," PROCESS ",REQUESTER," WILL WAIT PORT ",WHICHPORT)
END
IF (PORTS[WHICHPORT].PREQUESTER # REQUESTER) THEN BEGIN
WRITE(TTY," TO SEND A MESSAGE WITH MTIME ",PORTS[WHICHPORT].AMESSAGE,MTIME)
END
WRITE(TTY," AT NETTIME ",NETTIME, LPS[REQUESTER].AXQTIME16)
WRITE(TTY," WITH RESEND POINT ",MPCI)
END
IF (PORTS[WHICHPORT].PREQUESTER AND
(PORTS[WHICHPORT].PMESSAGE,#MPCI=PORTS[REQUESTER].AMESSAGE,MPCI)
THEN BEGIN
WRITE(TTY," SERIOUS ERROR *** PROCESS ",REQUESTER)
WRITE(TTY," HAS ALTERED THE MESSAGE TYPE OF PORT ")
WRITE(TTY," NUMBER ",WHICHPORT," EFFECTIVELY CHANGING ")
WRITE(TTY," IT'S TYPE ",MPCI:" ERROR DETECTED IN PARWAIT")
SHOWPROCESS(REQUESTER)
SHOWPORT(WHICHPORT)
WRITE(TTY," THIS VIOLATES AN INVARIANT OF THE PORT")
WRITE(TTY," FIXED MESSAGE TYPE")
END
END
IF PORTS[WHICHPORT].PREQUESTER THEN BEGIN (* SEND *)
COPYMSGTOPORT(PORTS[WHICHPORT],PMESSAGE,LPS[REQUESTER].AMESSAGE)
PORTS[WHICHPORT].PSERVICEABLE = TRUE
PORTS[WHICHPORT].PSWATING = FALSE
PORTS[WHICHPORT].PSMPC = MPC
LPS[REQUESTER].AMESSAGET = BLK
END ELSE
IF PORTS[WHICHPORT].PRECEIVER = REQUESTER THEN BEGIN
(* RECEIVE OVER THIS LINE *)
PORTS[WHICHPORT].PSERVICEABLE = TRUE
PORTS[WHICHPORT].PSMPC = MPC
LPS[REQUESTER].AMESSAGET = BLK
END ELSE BEGIN
WRITE(" THIS ILLEGAL REQUEST IGNORED")
WRITE(TTY," REQUESTER ",REQUESTER," IS NOT ")
WRITE(TTY," CONNECTED")
WRITE(TTY," TO THE PORT ",WHICHPORT," NAMED IN")
WRITE(TTY," PARWAIT CALL")
END
IF (PORTS[WHICHPORT].PREQUESTER AND (NETCMNTRACE=10) THEN BEGIN
WRITE(TTY," THE MESSAGE TO BE SENT IS ?")
SHOWMSG(LPS[REQUESTER].AMESSAGE)
procedure that creates the processes, which should be unique to each call. The value of this "uniqueid" becomes the process-identifier of the resulting process created. This is the value that is used as the index into the OWN and LPS arrays for the process. If all the processes are well-behaved, and never access the OWN and LPS arrays with arguments other than their own unique identifier, then some level of protection is maintained for the process' local data. Since processes are resumed with this same argument as a calling parameter, "ID", some enforcement of protection would be afforded by disallowing any reference to OWN or LPS with arguments other than this ID, and also flagging as an error any attempt to alter the value of this variable within a process. It would also be necessary to keep the OPROCKIND field of the OWNDATA entry for the process from changing during execution since this would alter the structure of the local data, possibly providing access to the data of another process, so any code that attempted to change this value should be disallowed.

In the SIM QUEUE20 type, initialization occurs at MPC = 1. Here it can be asserted that there is room in the queue; in fact, it is empty. Accordingly, the process initially waits to receive its first message. Whenever input is received, the process resumes at MPC = 2. At this label, it is known that there is at least one message to send, so the process can wait to send it out even without checking the
29550   IF (INTERTRACE=NETBLKTRACE=NETCMNTRACE=TARGETTRACE =0) THEN BEGIN
29560     WRITELN(TTY," PARMWAIT RETURNED ");
29570   END;
29575   END;
29580
29590 PROCEDURE DUMPTY;
29600  (* DISPLAY THE WORLD *)
29605  VAR PHOCIPROCID:PORTJ;PORTT;
29610 BEGIN
29615  WRITELN(TTY);
29620  WRITELN(TTY," ** PROCEDURE DUMPTY CALLED ** HERE ARE THE PORTS");
29625  FOR PORTJ=1 TO MIGHPORT DO SHOWPORT(PORTJ);
29630  WRITELN(TTY," HERE ARE THE PROCESS"" RECORDS");
29635  FOR PHOCI = 1 TO MIGHPROC DO BEGIN
29640    SHOWPROCESS(PHOCI);
29645    SHOWOWN(PROCI);
29650  END;
29655  WRITELN(TTY);
29660  WRITE(TTY," NETTIME",NETTIME18," NETSUMQRTIME");
29665  WRITE(TTY," NETSUMCMNTIME",NETSUMCMNTIME18);
29670  WRITE(TTY," NETSUMBLKTIME",NETSUMBLKTIME18);
29675  WRITE(TTY," NETMSGLIMIT",NETMSGLIMIT18," NETIMELIMIT");
29680  WRITE(TTY," NETMSGCOUNT",NETMSGCOUNT18," NETIMECOUNT");
29685  WRITE(TTY," PORTju",PORTJ," PROCESS",PROCJ14);
29690  WRITE(TTY," NETDEADLOCK",NETDEADLOCK," NETTERM",NETTERM);
29695  WRITELN(TTY," NETCMNTRACE",NETCMNTRACE13);
29700  WRITE(TTY," NETBLKTRACE",NETBLKTRACE13);
29705  WRITELN(TTY," INTERTRACE",INTERTRACE13);
29710  WRITELN(TTY," DEADLOCKCOUNT",DEADLOCKCOUNT15);
29715  WRITELN(TTY," END DUMPTY ");
29720 END;
29725 PROCEDURE TRACELP(ID:PROCID);
29730  (* PRINT INFORMATION ABOUT THE STATE OF THE LOGICAL PROCESS NAMED *)
29735  ID. MORE INFORMATION IS PRINTED THE LARGER THE CALLING VALUES
29740  OF THE TRACE VARIABLES. NOTHING IS PRINTED AT ALL IF ALL TRACES
29745  ARE ZERO. CALLERS SHOULD PRINT PERTINENT DETAILS ABOUT
29750  THE LOCATION FROM WHICH THIS ROUTINE IS CALLED, E.G. WHEN
29755  CALLED AT THE BEGINNING OF THE PROCEDURAL DESCRIPTION OF AN LP,
29760  THE CODE MIGHT BE:
29765  WRITE(TTY," ENTER TARGET PROCESS");
29770  TRACELP(ID);
29775  WRITELN(TTY);
29780 BEGIN
29785  IF (INTERTRACE=0) OR (TARGETTRACE=0) OR (NETATTRACE=0) THEN BEGIN
29790   PARSERUPE(ID);
29795   WRITELNTTY);  
29800   END;
29805  IF (INTERTRACE=9 ) THEN SHOWPROCESS(ID);
29810  IF (TARGET TRACE=0) THEN SHOWOWN(ID)
29815 END:
29820 PROCEDURE DEFINEPORT(DIRECTION:PORTDIRECTION TYPE:OWNER:PROCID;
29825 VAR PORTNUM:PORTTID));
29830  (* THIS ROUTINE WILL SOLICIT INFORMATION FROM THE USER ABOUT
A PORT WHOSE DIRECTION, ONE OF IN OR OUT, IS PASSED IN AS
DIRECTION, AND WHOSE OWNED PROCESS IS NAMEV AS OWNER, THE
PORTNUMBER WILL BE RETURNED AS PORTNUM, AND THE PORTS ARRAY
WILL BE UPDATED WITH THE USER-SUPPLIED DATA. THIS INCLUDES
THE PORTID, MESSAGE KIND, AND THE SEND OR RECEIVE TIME AS
DETERMINED BY WHETHER THIS IS AN INN, OR AN OUT PORT. *)

VAR INDATA; INTEGER; KIND; MSGKIND;
BEGIN
WRITELN(TTY, " ENTER PORT ID NUMBER");
BREAK;
RESET(TTY);
READ(TTY, PORTNUM);
(* DON'T GET THIS FROM OPERATOR **
WRITE(TTY, " ENTER THE INTEGER CODE FOR THE TYPE OF MESSAGE ");
WRITELN(TTY, " SENT OVER THIS PORT");
IF (*
(* TARGET NEXT LINE CONTAINS 1ST AND LAST MSGKIND SCALARS ENDCOMMENT
FOR KIND=UNDEFINED TO JOB DO BEGIN
WRITE(TTY, "", 112, " ");
PHRASE(KIND);
INCR(1);
END;
WRITELN(TTY);
BREAK;
RESET(TTY);
READ(TTY, INDATA);
CASE INDATA OF
(* ALL MESSAGE KINDS MUST BE ACCOUNTED FOR IN CASE RANGE *)
1(KIND=UNDEFINED);
12(KIND=JOB);
(* WRITE(TTY, " ENTER TIME UNITS FOR ");
CASE DIRECTION OF
INN(WRITELN(TTY, " INPUT FROM THIS PORT");
OUT(WRITELN(TTY, " OUTPUT TO THIS PORT");
END;
BREAK;
RESET(TTY);
READ(TTY, INDATA)
CASE INDATA OF
WITH PORTS(PORTNUM) DO BEGIN
CASE DIRECTION OF
INN(BEGIN
PRECEIVER=OWNER;
PRTIME=INDATA;
END;
OUT(BEGIN
PSENDER=OWNER;
PSTIME=INDATA;
END;
MESSAGE, XKIND=KIND;
END;
IF (INTERTRACE<>30) OR (TARGETTRACE<>30) THEN BEGIN
WRITE(TTY, " PORT ", PORTNUM13, " IS INCIDENT ON");
PHSIGNATURE(OWNER);
END;
FUNCTION AWAIT$foliosPROC|PROCID|PORT|PORTID|BOOLEAN$folio
(* Returns true if proc is waiting for communication over port *)
BEGIN
  WITH PORTS(PORT) DO
    AWAIT$folios$folio(({PRCIEVER=PROC) AND PRWAITING AND PREGIBLE) OR
    ((PSENDER=PROC) AND PSWAITING AND PSEGIBLE))
END;

(* Definition of target processes via Pascal procedures *)

PROCEDURE LP$folioSOURCE(ID|PROCID)
(* The type of this logical process is obtained by removing the
   'LP' from its name. This determines the ONDATA entry for
   processes of the type described by the following code. *)

VAR DELAY:INTEGER;

PROCEDURE CREATEMESSAGE(VAR MSG:MESSAGE;TIME:INTEGER;KIND:TYPE;DATA:DATA)
(* Initialize the message with the supplied time, kind, and single
   word of data. *)
BEGIN
  WITH MSG DO BEGIN
    NTIM$folio=TIME;
    N$folioKIND=KIND;
    CASE KIND OF
     $folioTAKE=KIND;
     /* DEPENDS ON KIND OF MSG */
     /* MUST ACCOUNT FOR EVERY POSSIBLE VALUE OF KND EXP LATER */
     JOB|JOBNUMBER|DATA:
     UNDEFINED|DATA|DATA:
    END;
  END;
END;

BEGIN
  IF (TARGET|TARGETPROC) OR (INTERCHASE=0) THEN BEGIN
    WRITE(TTY,' (RE)ENTERING ');
    PRSIGNATURE(ID):WRIT$folioE|TTY):END;
  END;
  WITH LP$folioDO BEGIN
    IF OWN|ID) DO BEGIN
      AXTIME+1
    CASE AMPC OF
     8850 8850
     8852 8852
     CASE AMPC OF
     8850 8850
     8852 8852
     8854 8854
     8856 8856
     8858 8858
     8860 8860
    END;
  END;
END;

WRITE(TTY,' FOR THE OUTPUT PORT ');DEFIN$folioPORT|OUT,|ID,|BOUTPORT);
WRITE(TTY,' ENTER REAL EXPONENTIAL DELAY ');
WHITELN(TTY,"* PARAMETER BDUM *")
BREAKi
RESET(TTY)
READ(TTY, BDUM)
WRITE(TTY,"* ENTER REAL CONSTANT DELAY *")
WHITELN(TTY,"* PARAMETER BOCON *")
BREAKi
RESET(TTY)
READ(TTY, BOCON)
ENDi
1IBEGIN (* FIRST CALL TO THE PROCESS NUMBER ID #*)
SOMSGCOUNT = 1
DELAY = TRUNC(-BDUM*LN(RANDOM()) + TRUNC(BOCON))
IF (BOCON > 0) THEN INCR(DELAY)
ADTIME = DELAY
BOTIME = DELAY
SUBBEGIN
CREATEMESSAGE(AMESSAGE, BOTIME, JOB, BDUM)
PARWAIT(BOUPORT, ID, 2)
ENDi
2IBEGIN (* JUST SENT OVER BOUPORT # *)
DELAY = TRUNC(-BDUM*LN(RANDOM()) + TRUNC(BOCON))
IF (BOCON > 0) THEN INCR(DELAY)
ADTIME = DELAY
BOTIME = BOTIME + DELAY
INCR(SOMSGCOUNT)
INCR(BDUM)
CREATEMESSAGE(AMESSAGE, BOTIME, JOB, BDUM)
PARWAIT(BOUPORT, ID, 2)
ENDi
1HBEGIN (* LAST CALL FOR ANY STATISTICS # *)
WRITE(TTY,"* REPORT FROM *)
PRESIGNATURE(ID)
WHITELN(TTY)
SHOWDWN(ID)
ENDi
10IBEGIN (* W = SUB-IJ COMPUTATION # *)
WITH PORTS(BOUPORT) DO BEGIN
(* A SOURCE ALWAYS WAITS TO OUTPUT # *)
PMIJI = BOTIME
END
ENDi
0D7PP
0D75P
102PP (* NO ACTION REQUIRED AFTER WIJ FOR SOURCE # *)
0D8PP
0D85P
10RPP
OTHERSBEGIN
PRESIGNATURE(ID)
WHITELN(TTY,"* CALLED WITH BAD AMPC = * ,AMPCL *)
SHOWPROCESS(ID)
SHOWCURLY(ID)
IF (INTERTRACE>20) OR (TARGETTRACE>20) THEN DUMPTTY)
END
ENDi
(* CABE # *)
1115P
END
1225P
IF (INTERTRACE>0) OR (TARGETTRACE>0) THEN BEGIN
1255P
WRITE(TTY,"* LEAVING *")
1355P
THACELP(ID)
END
END
ENDi (* LPSOURCE PROCEDURAL DESCRIPTION # *)
145P
419350 PROCEDURE LPSINK(ID1PHOCID)
(* TYPE OF THIS LOGICAL PROCESS IS OBTAINED BY REMOVING THE
* LP FROM ITS NAME. THIS DETERMINES THE OWNDATA ENTRY FOR
* PROCESSES OF THE TYPE DESCRIBED BY THE FOLLOWING CODE. *)

VAR DELAY INTEGER;
PROCEDURE CONSUMEMESSAGE(VAR MSG:MESSAGE);
BEGIN
(* TAKEPO * DO AS YOU WILL WITH THIS MESSAGE BEFORE IT DIES *)
MSG.MKIND:UNDEFINED;
MSG.MTIME:=0;
END;
BEGIN
IF(TARGETTRACE=0) OR (INTERTRACE=0) THEN BEGIN
WRITE(TTY, " (RE-ENTERING ?)"
PRSIGNATURE(ID))
WHITELN(TTY))END;
WITH LP5[ID] DO
WITH OWN[ID] DO BEGIN
AXT(1)
CASE AMPC OF
Miss:
BEGIN
(* CREATE THIS INSTANCE OF A SINK LP *)
WRITE(TTY, " CREATE")
PRSIGNATURE(ID))
WHITELN(TTY))
WRITE(TTY," FOR THE INPUT PORT,")
DEFINE=INPUT(INN, ID,81INPORT))
END)
1CBEGIN (* FIRST CALL TO THIS SINK PROCESS *)
1CTIME:=0;
SIXCOUNT:=0;
PARKWAIT(81INPORT,ID),2)
END;
2CBEGIN (* JUST RECEIVED A JOB, DO SOMETHING & DISCARD *)
2CTIME:=AMPP,MTIME)
INCR(SIXCOUNT))
CONSUMEMESSAGE(AMESSAGE)
PARKWAIT(81INPORT,ID),2)
END;
1000BEGIN (* LAST CALL, PRINT LOCAL REPORT *)
WRITE(TTY, " REPORT FROM")
PRSIGNATURE(ID))
WRITE(TTY)
SHOWWIN(ID))
END;
1010 (* SINK COMPUTES NO K SUBS FOR ANY PORTS *)
1020 (* AND CANNOT CHANGE THE AWAITED PORTS *)
BEGIN
PRSIGNATURE(ID))
WHITELN(TTY," CALLED WITH BAU AMPC = ",AMPCID))
SHOWPROCESS(ID))
SHOWWIN(ID))
IF (INTERTRACE>20) OR (TARGETTRACE>20) THEN DUMPTY1
END;
END (* CASE *)
BEGIN
IF (INTERTRACE=0) OR (TARGETTRACE=0) THEN BEGIN
WRITE(TTY," LEAVING ")
END;
VAR DELAY:INTEGER;

BEGIN
  IF (TARGETTRACE<>0) OR (INTERTRACE<>0) THEN BEGIN
    WRITE(TTY, ' (WE) ENTERING *: ');
    PRTSIGNATURE(ID);WRITELN(TTY);END
  WITH LPS(ID) DO
    WITH OWN(ID) DO BEGIN
      AXQTIME=1;
      CABE, AMPC OF
      01BEGIN (* CREATE THIS LP SINK INSTANCE *)
      WHITE(TTY, ' CREATE*');
      .PRTSIGNATURE(ID);
      WRITELN(TTY);
      WRITE(TTY,' FOR INPUT PORT,*');
      DEFINEPORT(INN,ID,DINPORT);
      WHITE(TTY, ' FOR OUTPUT PORT,*');
      DEFINEPORT(OUT,ID,DOTPORT);
      WRITELN(TTY, ' ENTER CONSTANT DELAY REAL PARAMETER DCON*');
      BREAK;
      .RESET(TTY);
      READ(TTY, DCON);
      WRITELN(TTY, ' ENTER EXPONENTIAL DELAY REAL PARAMETER DEMU*');
      BREAK;
      .RESET(TTY);
      .READ(TTY, DEMU);
      END
    11BEGIN (* FIRST CALL TO THIS PROCESS *)
    DSUMTIME1=0;
    DTIME1=0;
    DJOBCOUNT=0;
    PARWAIT(DINPORT,ID,2);
    4END
  21BEGIN (* JUST RECEIVED INPUT *)
  DTIME1=MAX(DTIME1,AMESSG,MTIME1)
  INCR(DJOBCOUNT);
  DELAY1=TRUNC(=DEMULN(RANDOM(0)) + TRUNC(DCON));
  IF (DCON<>0) THEN INCR(DELAY1);
  AXQTIME1=DELAY1;
  DSUMTIME1=DSUMTIME1+DELAY1;
  DTIME1=DTIME1+DELAY1;
  AMESSG,MTIME1=DTIME1;
  PARWAIT(DINPORT,ID,3);
  END
  31BEGIN (* JUST SENT OUTPUT *)
  PARWAIT(DINPORT,ID,2);
  END
  100BEGIN (* LAST CALL, PRINT REPORT *)
WRITE(TTY," REPORT FROM")
PHSIGNATURE(ID)
WRITELN(TTY)
SHOWNOW(ID)
END
1010 BEGIN (* H=SUB-J COMPUTATION *)
IF AWaits(ID,OUTPORT) THEN BEGIN
PORTS[OUTPORT],PHJI#DTIME
END ELSE BEGIN (* AWAITING INPUT *)
PORTS[OUTPORT],PHJI#PORTB[DINPORT],PHJI
END
END
10201; (* NO CHANGE OF AWAITED PORTS CAN OCCUR *)
OTHERS1BEGIN
PHSIGNATURE(ID)
WRITELN(TTY," CALLED WITH BAU AMPC = ',AMPNAME')
SHOWPROCESS(ID)
SHOWNOW(ID)
IF (INTERTRACE=20) OR (TARGETTRACE=20) THEN DUMPTTY
END (* CASE *)
END
10550 IF (INTERTRACE=0) OR (TARGETTRACE=0) THEN BEGIN
WRITE(TTY," LEAVING ")
TRACELP(ID)
END (* LPDELAY PROCEDURAL DESCRIPTION *)
PROCEDURE LMERGE((ID)PROCID);
(* THE TYPE OF THIS LOGICAL PROCESS IS OBTAINED BY REMOVING THE
'LP' FROM ITS NAME. THIS DETERMINES THE OWNDATA ENTRY FOR
PROCESSES OF THE TYPE DESCRIBED BY THE FOLLOWING CODE, *)
PROCEDURE DECIDE1NEXT((ID)PROCID);
(* DECIDES THE NEXT AWAITED LINES FOR MERGE2
ACCORDING TO THE FOLLOWING ACTION TABLE
** ENTRY COULD ALSO BE WAIT JOB1 OUT,
IT IS ASSUMED THAT ALL PREVIOUSLY SCHEDULED OUTPUT HAS BEEN SENT
OUT, *)
BEGIN
WITH OWN(ID) DO
WITH LPS(ID) DO
IF NOT (M2HAVE1 OR M2HAVE2) THEN BEGIN
(* AWAIT INPUT FROM BOTH INPUT PORTS, 1 AND 2 *)
PARWAIT(M2INPORT,1,2)
PARWAIT(M2INPORT,2,1)
END ELSE
IF (NOT M2HAVE1 AND (M2INTIME#M2EXTIME)) THEN BEGIN
BEGIN
  IF (TANGENTRACE# OR (IN1EKTTRACE#)) THEN BEGIN
    WRITE(TTY, " (ME) ENTERING *");
    WRITELN(TTY); END;
  WITH LP5(ID) DO
    WITH DMN(ID) DO BEGIN
      AXDTIME111;
      CASE AMPC OF
        0: BEGIN (* CREATE THIS INSTANCE *)
          WRITE(TTY, " CREATE?");
          WRITELN(TTY);
          WRITE(TTY, " FOR INPUT PORT 1:");
          DEFINEPORT(INN, ID, M2IN1PORT);
          WRITE(TTY, " FOR INPUT PORT 2:");
          DEFINEPORT(INN, ID, M2IN2PORT);
          WRITE(TTY, " FOR OUTPUT PORT 1:");
          DEFINEPORT(OUT, ID, M2OUT1PORT);
          WRITE(TTY, " FOR OUTPUT PORT 2:");
          DEFINEPORT(OUT, ID, M2OUT2PORT);
          END;
        1: BEGIN (* FIRST CALL *)
            M2INITIME111;
            M2JOB1COUNT11;
            M2JOB2COUNT11;
            M2IN1TIME111;
            M2HAVE111111;
            M2HAVE11111;
            M2INMSG11111;
            M2IND111;
            DECIDENEXT(ID);
            END;
        2: BEGIN (* JUST RECEIVED OVER IN1 *)
            M2HAVE1111111;
            M2INITIME11111;
            M2IN1MSG11111;
            M2IND111;
        END;
    END;
  END;
END
INCR(M2JOB1COUNT)
COPYMSGFROM(M2IN1MSG,AMESSAGE)
DECIDENEXT(ID)
END
31BEGIN (* JUST RECEIVED OVER IN2 *)
M2HAVE2=TRUE;
M2IN2TIME=AMESSAGE,MTIME)
INCR(M2JOB2COUNT)
COPYMSGFROM(M2IN2MSG,AMESSAGE)
DECIDENEXT(ID)
END
41BEGIN (* JUST SENT OVER OUTPUT *)
DECIDENEXT(ID)
END
IOBEGIN (* PRINT FINAL REPORT *)
WRITE(TTY,' REPORT FROM')
PRESIGNATURE(ID)
WRITELN(TTY)
SHOWDOWN(ID)
END
IOBEGIN (* M-SUB IJ COMPUTATION *)
IF AWAITS(ID,M2OUTPORT) THEN (* WAITING TO OUTPUT *)
  IF PNIJ1=MIN(M2IN1TIME,M2IN2TIME)
    ELSE PNIJ1=M2OUTPORT)
ENDJ (* M-SUB IJ COMPUTATION *)
102BEGIN (* ATTEMPT TO CHANGE LINES AWAİTED *)
IF NOT AWAITS(ID,M2OUTPORT) THEN BEGIN
  (* MOVE LİNE TIMES FORWARD IF POSSİBLE *)
  M2IN1TIME=MAX(M2IN1TIME,PORTS[M2IN1PORT],PNIJ1)
  M2IN2TIME=MAX(M2IN2TIME,PORTS[M2IN2PORT],PNIJ1)
  (* TRY FOR A DIFFERENT SET OF LİNES *)
  PORTS[M2IN1PORT],PRELİGİBLE)FALSE)
  PORTS[M2IN2PORT],PRELİGİBLE)FALSE)
  DECIDENEXT(ID)
  Ports[M2IN1PORT],PREWAITING)TRUE)
  Ports[M2IN2PORT],PREWAITİNG)TRUE)
  Ports[M2OUTPORT],PREWAITİNG)TRUE)
END
END
31BEGIN (* PRINT SİGNALE )
PRESIGNATURE(ID)
WRITELN(TTY,' CALLED WITH BAD AMPC = ',AMPC14)
SHOWPROCESS(ID)
SHOWDOWN(ID)
 IF (INTERTRACE>2) OR (TARGETTRACE>2) THEN DUMPTTY)
END
END (* CASE *)
END
56BEGIN (* LPMEHGE2 PROCEDURAL DESCRIPTION *)

PROCEDURE LPFORK2(ID,PROCID)

(* THE TYPE OF THIS LOGICAL PROCESS IS OBTAINED BY REMOVING THE
"LP" FROM ITS NAME. THIS DETERMINES THE OMA DATA ENTRY FOR
PROCESSES OF THE TYPE DESCRIBED BY THE FOLLOWING CODE. *)

BEGIN
IF(TARGSETRACE<>0) OR (INTEKTRACE<>0) THEN BEGIN
  WRITE(TTY," REENTERING ")
  PPSIGNATURE(ID);WRITELN(TTY);END
WITH LP8[ID] DO
  WITH OMA[ID] DO BEGIN
  AINTIME1=1;
  CASE AIMP OF
  BIBEGIN (* CALL TO CREATE THE PROCESS *)
  WRITE(TTY," CREATE")
  PPSIGNATURE(ID);
  WRITELN(TTY);
  WRITE(TTY," FOR INPUT PORT ")
  DEFINEPORT(IN,ID,F2INPUTPORT)
  WRITE(TTY," FOR OUTPUT PORT 1 ")
  DEFINEPORT(OUT,ID,F2OUTPORT1)
  WRITE(TTY," FOR OUTPUT PORT 2")
  DEFINEPORT(OUT,ID,F2OUTPORT2)
  WRITE(TTY," WHAT IS PROBABILITY OF A BRANCH ")
  WRITELN(TTY," TO OUTPUT PORT 1 ")
  BBREAK;
  RSET(TTY);
  READ(TTY,F2RHOD)
END

11BEGIN (* FIRST CALL TO THIS INSTANCE OF FORK2 *)
FTIME1=0;
F2OUTCOUNT1=0;
F2OUTCOUNT2=0;
PARWAIT(F2INPUTPORT,ID,2)
END

21BEGIN (* JUST RECEIVED INPUT OVER F2INPUT *)
FTIME1=MESSAGE,H[Y]
IF(RANDOM(B)<F2RHOD) THEN BEGIN (* SEND ON 1 *)
  INCR(F2OUTCOUNT1)
  PARWAIT(F2OUTPORT1,ID,3)
END ELSE BEGIN (* SEND ON 2 *)
  INCR(F2OUTCOUNT2)
  PARWAIT(F2OUTPORT2,ID,3)
END

31BEGIN (* JUST SENT A JOB OUT *)
PARWAIT(F2INPUTPORT,ID,2)
END;

1001BEGIN (* FINAL CALL FOR REPORTS *)
WRITE(TTY," REPORT FROM")
WHITELN(TTY)
SHOWOWN(ID)
END

1010BEGIN (* ANY computation *)
IF WAITID(ID,F2INPUTPORT) THEN BEGIN (* WAITING INPUT *)
PUKTS(F2OUTPORT1,PH1J1=PUKTS(F2INPUTPORT,PH1J1)

58350
58400
58450
58500
58550
58600
58650
58700
58750
58800
58850
58900
58950
59000
59050
59100
59150
59200
59250
PORTS(F2OUTPORT),PH1J=PORTS(F2INPORT),PH1J
END ELSE IF AWAIT(S,ID,F2OUTPORT) THEN BEGIN
(* AWAITING OUTPUT ON OUTPUT PORT 1 *)
PORTS(F2OUTPORT),PH1J=F2TIME
PORTS(F2OUTPORT),PH1J=PORTS(F2INPORT),PH1J
END ELSE BEGIN (* AWAITING OUTPUT OVER PORT 2 *)
PORTS(F2OUTPORT),PH1J=F2TIME
PORTS(F2OUTPORT),PH1J=PORTS(F2INPORT),PH1J
END
END (* IN SUB IJ COMPUTATION *)
1B2OJ (* AFTER IN SUB IJ COMPUTATION, FORK AWAIT THE
SAME PORTS IT DID BEFORE *)

OTHERS
BEGIN
PRTSIGNATURE(ID))
WRITELN(TTY,"CALLED WITH BAU AMPC = ",AMP14))
BEGIN PROCESS(ID))
BEGIN Own(ID)
BEGIN IF (INTERTRACE>20) OR (TARGETTRACE>20) THEN DUMMY)
END (* CASE *)
BEGIN IF (INTERTRACE>20) OR (TARGETTRACE>20) THEN BEGIN
BEGIN WRITE(TTY,"LEAVING")
BEGIN TRACELP(ID)
BEGIN END (* LPFORM2 PROCEDURAL DESCRIPTION *)
BEGIN PROCEDURE LPQUEUE2P(ID1,PROC1)
(* THE TYPE OF THIS LOGICAL PROCESS IS OBTAINED BY REMOVING THE
"LP" FROM ITS NAME. THIS DETERMINES THE DWndata ENTRY FOR
PROCESSES OF THE TYPE DESCRIBED BY THE FOLLOWING CODE. *)
BEGIN VAR II:INTEGER;
BEGIN IF (TARGETTRACE>20) OR (INTERTRACE>20) THEN BEGIN
BEGIN WRITE(TTY,"RE-MENTERING")
BEGIN PRTSIGNATURE(ID);WRITELN(TTY);END
BEGIN WITH LP8-ID) DO
BEGIN WITH OWN[ID] DO BEGIN
BEGIN AQGETTIME=II;
BEGIN CASE AMPC OF
BEGIN (* CREATE *)
BEGIN WRITE(TTY,"CREATE")
BEGIN PRTSIGNATURE(ID)
BEGIN WRITE(TTY,"FOR INPUT PORT")
BEGIN DENSITY(IN, ID, Q2INPUTPORT)
BEGIN WRITE(TTY,"FOR OUTPUT PORT")
BEGIN DENSITY(OUT, ID, Q2OUTPUTPORT)
BEGIN WRITE(TTY,"ENTER QUEUE CAPACITY, 1,,20")
BEGIN BREAK
BEGIN RESET(TTY)
BEGIN READ(TTY,Q2OMAX)
BEGIN Q2OMAX=Q2OMAX+1;
Q2PGMAX = MAX(Q, Q2QGMAX)
Q2QGMAX = MIN(Q, Q2QGMAX)
END)

11BEGIN (* FIRST CALL TO THIS INSTANCE OF A QUEUE20 *)
Q2GINPTR = 1
Q2OUTPTR = 1
Q2GTIME = 0
Q2GJOBCOUNT = 0
PASWAIT(Q2GINPORT, ID, 2)
END)

21BEGIN (* JUST RECEIVED OVER INPORT *)
Q2GTIME = AMESSAGE, MTIME
INCR(Q2GJOBCOUNT)
Q2BUFFER[Q2GINPTR MOD 20] = AMESSAGE, MTIME
Q2BUFFER[Q2GINPTR MOD 20] = AMESSAGE, JDBNUMBER
INCR(Q2GINPTR)
IF (Q2GINPTR = Q2OUTPTR = Q2GMAX) THEN
PASWAIT(Q2GINPORT, ID, 2)
AMESSAGE, MTIME = Q2GTIME
PASWAIT(Q2GOUTPORT, ID, 3)
END)

31BEGIN (* JUST SENT OVER OUTPORT *)
INCR(Q2GOUTPTR)
IF (Q2GOUTPTR = Q2GINPTR) THEN BEGIN
AMESSAGE, MTIME = Q2GTIME
AMESSAGE, JDBNUMBER = Q2JOBID
AMESSAGE = Q2BUFFER[Q2GOUTPTR MOD 20]
PASWAIT(Q2GOUTPORT, ID, 3)
END
PASWAIT(Q2GINPORT, ID, 2)
END)

100BEGIN (* FINAL CALL FOR REPORT *)
WRITE(TTY, " REPORT FROM")
PARENTPRINT(U)
WRITEN(TTY)
SHOWNUID(ID)
END)

101BEGIN (* SUB II COMPUTATION *)
IF PASWAIT(ID, Q2GOUTPORT) THEN BEGIN (* WAIT OUTPUT *)
PORTS[Q2GOUTPORT], PWIJI = Q2TIME
END ELSE BEGIN
PORTS[Q2GOUTPORT], PWIJI = PORT5[Q2GINPORT], PWIJI
END)
END)

102BEGIN (* A QUEUE CANNOT CHANGE AWAITED LINES *)

OTHERS1BEGIN
PARENTPRINT(U)
WRITEN(TTY, " CALLED WITH BAU AMPC = ", AMPC)
SHOWPROCESS(ID)
SHOWNUID(ID)
IF (INTERTRACE = 20) OR (TARGETTRACE = 20) THEN DUMPTY;
END)

4950 (* CASE *)
END)
END)

150BEGIN IF (INTERTRACE = 0) OR (TARGETTRACE = 0) THEN BEGIN
WRITE(TTY, " LEAVING ")
TRAELP(ID)
END)
END
END (* LPNAME PROCEDURAL DESCRIPTION *)

/* HERE IS A BABY LP TO PLAY WITH */

PROCEDURE LPNAME(IU);
/* THE TYPE OF THIS LOGICAL PROCESS IS OBTAINED BY REMOVING THE */
/* 'LP' FROM ITS NAME. THIS DETERMINES THE OWNDATA ENTRY FOR */
/* PROCESSES OF THE TYPE DESCRIBED BY THE FOLLOWING CODE. ENDCOMMENT */

VAR

IF (TARGETTRACE>0) OR (INTERTRACE>0) THEN BEGIN
  WRITE(TTY,* (HE=ENTERING '))
  PRSIGNATURE(IU)/WHITEN(TTY)/END
ENDWITH LP8(IU) DO
WITH OWN(IU) DU BEGIN
  NEXTTIME=#1
  CASE AMPC OF
    0BEGIN
      PRSIGNATURE(IU)
      END
    OTHERS BEGIN
      PRSIGNATURE(IU)
      WHITEN(TTY,* CALLED WITH BAU AMPC = 'AMPC1#})
      SHOWPROCESS(IU)
      SHOWOWN(IU)
      IF (INTERTRACE>0) OR (TARGETTRACE>0) THEN DUMPTY;
      END
    ENDWITH (* CASE ENDCOMMENT

IF (INTERTRACE>0) OR (TARGETTRACE>0) THEN BEGIN
  WRITE(TTY,* LEAVING ')
  TRACELP(IU)
  END;

/* LPNAME PROCEDURAL DESCRIPTION ENDCOMMENT */

END OF THE COMMENT CONTAINING THE PROCEDURAL TEMPLATES

PROCEDURE INITIALIZE;
BEGIN
  NGETHEADLOCK=FALSE;
  NLTLKM=FALSE;
  NGETSUMXOTTIME=#0;
  NGETSUMCMTTIME=#0;
  NGETSUMBLKTIME=#0;
  NDEADLOCKCOUNT=0;

END
PROCEDURE SETTRACE;
(* SOLICITS VALUES FOR TRACE VARS AND TIME AND MESSAGE LIMITS FROM THE OPERATOR *)
BEGIN
  WRITE(TTY, 'SET TRACE VALUES; BIG=MORE TRACE');
  WRITE(TTY, 'REENTER THE INTERPRETER TRACE VALUE');
  BREAK;
  RESET(TTY);
  READ(TTY, INTERTRACE);
  WRITE(TTY, 'ENTER TARGET TRACE');
  BREAK;
  RESTART(TTY);
  READ(TTY, TARGETTRACE);
  WRITE(TTY, 'ENTER DEADLOCK TRACE');
  BREAK;
  RESET(TTY);
  READ(TTY, NETDEADTRACE);
  WRITE(TTY, 'ENTER COMMUNICATION TRACE');
  BREAK;
  RESET(TTY);
  READ(TTY, NETCMNTRACE);
  WRITE(TTY, 'ENTER EXECUTION TRACE');
  BREAK;
  RESET(TTY);
  READ(TTY, NETXTTRACE);
  WRITE(TTY, 'ENTER BLOCKING TRACE');
  BREAK;
  RESET(TTY);
  WRITE(TTY, 'MESSAGE COUNT = ', NETMSGCOUNT);
  WRITE(TTY, 'ENTER MESSAGE LIMIT');
  BREAK;
  READ(TTY, NETBLKLIMIT);
  WRITE(TTY, 'TIME LIMIT = ', NETTIME);
  WRITE(TTY, 'ENTER TIME LIMIT');
  BREAK;
  RESET(TTY);
  READ(TTY, NETTIMELIMIT);
  WRITE(TTY, 'THERE HAVE BEEN *');
  WRITE(TTY, 'ENTER NEW LIMIT');
  BREAK;
  RESET(TTY);
  READ(TTY, DEADLOCKLIMIT);
  WRITE(TTY, 'END SETTRACE');
END;

PROCEDURE RESUME(PROCNUM, PROCID);
(* RESUME IS INVOKED WHEN THE PROCESS PROCNUM ENTERS THE EXECUTING STATE. PROCNUM ALSO INDEXES THE ARRAYS LPS AND OWN CONTAINING THE PROCESS' STATE AND OWNED DATA RESPECTIVELY... *)
BEGIN
  IF (INTERTRACE+NETCMNTRACE+NETXOTRACE+TARGETTRACE) > 0 THEN
    WRITEL(TTY,' PROCESS ',PROCNUM,' RESUMED')
  LPS[PROCNUM].ASTATE = KOT
  LPS[PROCNUM].ANEXTSTATE = 0
(* PROCESS MAY BE SET TO BLK WITH P=WAIT *)
  (* IN M=SUB 1J COMPUTATION, PROCESSES REMAIN BLOCKED UNLESS *)
  (* IN THE PROCESS OF COMPUTATION, A PROCESS DETERMINES ITS NEXT *)
  (* STATE WILL BE TERMINATED, AND SETS ITS ANEXTSTATE ACCORDINGLY *)
  IF (LPS[PROCNUM].AMP=1010) OR (LPS[PROCNUM].AMP=1020) THEN BEGIN
    LPS[PROCNUM].ASTATE=BLK
    LPS[PROCNUM].ANEXTSTATE=BLK
  END
  CASE LPS[PROCNUM].ATYPE OF
  SINK: LPS[SINK][PROCNUM])
  FORK: LPS[FORK][PROCNUM])
  MERGE: LPS[MERGE][PROCNUM])
  DELAY: LPS[DELAY][PROCNUM])
  QUEUE: LPS[QUEUE][PROCNUM])
  END
  WITH LPS[PROCNUM] DO BEGIN
    ATIMELEFT = AMRTIME;
    END
  END
  PROCEDURE FIREPORT(PORTNUM,PORTOUT)
END
(* THE PORT PORTNUM IS COMMITTED TO FIRE, THE MESSAGE IS COPIED *)
FROM THE PORT MESSAGE BUFFER INTO THE RECEIVER'S BUFFER, THE *)
SENSEX AND RECEIVING PROCESSES ARE MARKED AS STATE = COM-
MUNICATING, AND THEIR TIME REMAINING FDIFS GET THE SENDER *)
AND RECEIVER'S TIME SPECIFIC TO THIS PORT, THE MESSAGE COUNTS ARE *)
INCREMENTED FOR THE PORT, AND NETWORK TOTAL, THE SENDER AND *)
RECEIVER ARE DISQUALIFIED FROM FURTHER COMMUNICATION BY SETTING *)
APPROPRIATE ELIGIBLE FDIFS FOR ALL PORTS NAMING THEM, THE *)
PROCESSES WILL NOT BE ACTUALLY RESUMED UNTIL THEY HAVE WAITED OUT *)
THEIR COMMUNICATION TIME,
VAY IPORTOUT
BEGIN
  IF (INTERTRACE+NETXOTRACE+NETCMNTRACE+TARGETTHACE) > 0 THEN BEGIN
    WRITEL(TTY,')
    WRITEL(TTY,' P=PORT ',PORTNUM,' RESUMED')
  END
  IF (INTERTRACE=16) OR (NETBLKTRACE=10)
    SM=MSG[PORTS][PORTNUM]*(PORTNUM,MESSAGE)
  INCMMSGCOUNT)
  INCPORTS(PORTNUM,PMSCOUNT)
  WIT PORTS[PORTNUM] DO BEGIN
    WITH LPS[PSENDER] DO BEGIN
      IF (INTERTRACE=10) OR (NETBLKTRACE=10)
        WRT(TTY,' PROCESS ',#PSENDER,' GOES FROM ')
      WRITEL(TTY,' BLK TO CMN AS SENDER')
    END
END
AMPC := PSMPGC
ATIMELEFT := PSTIME
ABSTATE := CMN;
APORT := PORTNUM;
END;
WITH LPSCRECEIVER DO BEGIN
IF (INTERTRACE>10) OR (NETBLKTRACE>10)
OR (NETCMNTRACE>10) OR (TARGET_TRACE>10) THEN BEGIN
WRITE (TTY,"" PROCESS ",PRECEIVER,"" GOES FROM");
WRITE (TTY,"" BLK TO CMN AS RECEIVER");
END;
ATIMELEFT := PRTIME;
ABSTATE := CMN;
APORT := PORTNUM;
AMPC := PMPHPC;
COPYMSGTOFROM (AMESSAGE, PMESSAGE);
END;
END;
END;
(* TURN OFF ELIGIBLE BITB FOR PORTS NAMING PROCESS I *)
FOR I#1 TO HIGHTOP DO BEGIN
PORTS[I],P_SERVER:=PORTS[PORTNUM],PSERVER;
PORTS[I],P_BROADCAST:=PORTS[PORTNUM],P_BROADCAST;
PORTS[I],P_PREV:=PORTS[PORTNUM],P_PREV;
PORTS[I],P_NEXT:=PORTS[PORTNUM],P_NEXT;
PORTS[I],P_RECEIVER:=PORTS[PORTNUM],P_RECEIVER;
END;
END;
PROCEDURE SCHEDULE (VAR PORTFIRINGORDER, PORTPOINTER);
BEGIN
(* USER MAY PROVIDE THE SCHEDULER PROCEDURE TO CHANGE THE WAY THE
PORTS ARE SELECTED TO FIRE, AT END, PORTFIRINGORDER[I]=0 IFF
THERE ARE NOT AS MANY AS I READY PORTS, AND PORTFIRINGORDER[J]=J
IFF J IS TO BE THE JTH PORT TO FIRE.
THIS IMPLEMENTATION IS FAIR BECAUSE IT FAVORS THE PORT = NETFAIR
IF THIS PORT IS READY TO FIRE, AND NETFAIR IS ALWAYS INCREMENTED
MODULO HIGHTOP WHEN PROCEDURE SCHEDULE IS INVOKEA, HENCE HIGHTOP
IS AN UPPER LIMIT TO THE TIME THAT A READY PORT CAN WAIT FOR
COMMUNICATION, NO PROCESS IS SCHEDULED FOR
MORE THAN ONE MESSAGE FIRING.
*)
VAR OKFIREARRAY[I..PRCMAX] OF BOOLEAN; NEXTPROCI; PROCI; PORTJ; PORTI; 
BEGIN
OKFIRE:=ARRAY[1..PRCMAX] OF BOOLEAN; NEXTPROCI; PROCI; PORTJ; PORTI;
BEGIN
OKFIRE[I..PRCMAX] OF BOOLEAN; NEXTPROCI; PROCI; PORTJ; PORTI;
BEGIN
IF (INTERTRACE>30) OR (NETCMNTRACE>30) THEN WRITE (TTY,"" SCHEDULE CALLED";
IF (INTERTRACE>30) OR (NETCMNTRACE>30) THEN BEGIN
WRITE (TTY,"" HERE ARE THE PORTS");
FOR PORTJ=1 TO HIGHTOP DO SHOWPORT(PORTJ);
END;
FOR PORTJ=1 TO PORTMAX DO PORTFIRINGORDER(PORTJ):=0;
FOR PROCI=1 TO PUCMAX DO OKFIRE[PROCI]:=TRUE;
NEXT := 1;
WTH PORTS=NETFAIR DO
IF PWAITING AND PSWAITING AND P_PREV AND P_PSELEIGIBLE AND P_PSELEIGIBLE THEN BEGIN
PORTFIRINGORDER[NEXT]:=NETFAIR;
NEXT := 1;
IF NETFAIR=HIGHTOP THEN NETFAIR:=0 ELSE INCRR(NETFAIR);
FOR PORTJ = 1 TO HIGHPORT DO WITH PORTS(PORTJ) DO
  IF PWAITING AND PSWAITING AND PELIGIBLE AND OKFIRE(PRECEIVER) THEN BEGIN
    PORTFIREORDER(NEXT1(PORTJ))
    INCR(NEXT1)
    OKFIRE(PRECEIVER) = FALSE
    END
  END;

PROCEDURE PASSMESSAGES
(* READ THE COMMUNICATION TABLES, IN THE GLOBAL PORTS, AND
SELECT THE PORTS THAT WILL FIRE DURING THE CURRENT MOMENT
OF TIME, AND FIRE THEM. PASSMESSAGES HANDLES THINGS PORTS DO *)
VAR PORTSTOBEFIRE:ARRAY[1..PORTMAX] OF INTEGER;
NEXT1:INTEGER;
BEGIN
  IF (INTERTRACE>=0) OR (NETCMNTACE>=0) THEN
    WRITE(LTTY," PASSMESSAGES CALLED")
  SCHEDULE(PORTSTOBEFIRE);
  NEXT1 = 1
  WHILE (PORTSTOBEFIRE(NEXT1) >= 0) AND (NEXT1 <= HIGHPORT) DO BEGIN
    FIREPORT(PORTSTOBEFIRE(NEXT1));
    INCR(NEXT1);
  END;
END;

PROCEDURE AXE(PROCI,PROCID)
(* AXE CAN BE CALLED TO MARK A PROCESS AS TERMINATED FOR ANY
ABNORMAL TERMINATION NOT DICATTED BY THE LOGICAL PROCESS CODE *)
VAR PORTJ:PORTID;
BEGIN
  IF (INTERTRACE=NETGOTTRACE=NETTRMTRACE=TARGETTRACE) >= 0 THEN BEGIN
    WRITE(LTTY," AXE CALLED TO TERMINATE PROCESS ",PROCID);
    END;
END;

PROCEDURE TICK;
(* TICK UPDATES THE GLOBAL CLOCK NETTIME, ASCEMENTING IT ONCE
PER CALL, ALSO, CHARGE ALL PROCESSES WITH ONE TIME UNIT *)
ACCORDING TO THEIR STATE, PROCESSES WITH ASTATE=CMN OR XGT ARE COUNTING DOWN THEIR ATIMELEFT FIELDS. IF IT NOW BECOMES ZERO, ENTER STATES BLK OR TRM, OR XGT RESPECTIVELY, A PROCESS ENTERING THE BLK STATE HAS ALREADY SPECIFIED THE PORTS OVER WHICH IT IS ELIGIBLE TO COMMUNICATE VIA PWAIT CALLS. MARK THEM AS WAITING NOW, X=8 BENDER OR R RECEIVER. TICK BASICALLY SEES ALL OF THE PROCESSES THROUGH THE CURRENT TIME UNIT, WHATEVER THEIR CURRENT STATE. TICK HANDLES THINGS PROCESSES DO *)

VAR PROCI(PROCID,PORTJ,PORTI,D)
ALIVE=BOOLEAN
BEGIN
IF INTERTRACE=0 THEN WHITE(TTY,' TICK CALLED, NETTIME = ',NETTIME17)\nINC(NETTIME)\nFOR PROCI=1 TO HIGHPROC DO
WITH LP(PROCI) DO BEGIN
CASE ASTATE OF
XGT I BEGIN
 IF (INTERTRACE=20) OR (NETXGTTRACE=20)
 OR (TARGETTRACE=20) THEN BEGIN
 WRITE(TTY,' PROCESS ',PROC13,' IS EXECUTING ')\n WHITE(TTY,'TIMELEFT IS ',ATIMELEFT13)\n END\nDECR(ATIMELEFT)\nINC(ASUMXDTTIME)\nINC(NEBUXMGTTIME)\nIF ATIMELEFT=0 THEN BEGIN
(* POSSIBLE NEXT STATES ARE TRM AND BLK *)
IF ASTATE=TRM THEN BEGIN
ATMTIME=nettime\n IF (INTERTRACE=10) OR (NETXGTTRACE=10)
 OR (NETXGTRCATE=10) OR (TARGETTRACE=10)
 THEN BEGIN
 WRITE(TTY,' PROCESS ',PROC13,' GOES ')\n WRITE(TTY,'FROM XGTING TO TRMED')\n END\nEND ELSE (* ASTATE = BLK *)
 IF (INTERTRACE=10) OR (NETXGTTRACE=10)
 OR (NETBLKTRACE=10) OR (TARGETTRACE=10)
 THEN BEGIN
 WRITE(TTY,' PROCESS ',PROC13,' GOES ')\n WRITE(TTY,' FROM XGTING TO BLKED')\n END\nEND (* IF ATIMELEFT NE=0 *)
CMN I BEGIN
 IF (INTERTRACE=20) OR (NETCMNTRACE=20)
 THEN BEGIN
 WRITE(TTY,' PROCESS ',PROC13,' IS COMMUNICA')\n WHITE(TTY,'TIME, TIMELEFT IS ',ATIMELEFT13)\n END\nINC(NEBUXCMNTIME)\nINC(ASUMXCMNTIME)\nIF (ATIMELEFT=0) THEN RESUME(PROCI)\nEND\nBLK I BEGIN
IF (INTERTRACE>20) OR (NETBLKTRACE>20)
  OR (TARGETTRACE>20) THEN BEGIN
    WRITE(TTY," PROCESS ",PROC13," BLOCKED");
    WRITELN(TTY);
  END;
  INCR(NETSUMBLKTIME);
  INCR(ASSUMBLKTIME);
END;
TRM 11
END;(* WITH *)
FOR PROC1#1 TO HIOPROC DO
  IF (LPS[PROC1],ASTATE = BLK) THEN BEGIN
    (* ALL BLOCKED PROCESSES MUST BE WAITING FOR AT LEAST ONE
       PROCESS THAT HAS NOT TIMED *)
    ALIVE = FALSE (* IF THERE IS NONE, THIS PROCESS IS AXED *)
    FOR PORTJ#1 TO HIOPORT DO WITH PORT$[PORTJ] DO BEGIN
      (* IF PORTJ NAMES PROC1 THEN MARK THE APPR, WAITING TRUE *)
      P$WAITING = P$WAITING
      OR (P$[SENDER]=PROC1);
      P$WAITING = P$WAITING
      OR (P$[RECEIVER]=PROC1);
      P$WAITING = P$WAITING
      OR (P$[RECEIVER]=PROC1);
      P$WAITING = P$WAITING
      OR (P$[RECEIVER]=PROC1);
      P$WAITING = P$WAITING
      OR (P$[RECEIVER]=PROC1);
    IF PROC1 IS WAITING A LIVE PARTNER ON THIS PORT, THEN *)
    ALIVE = ALIVE OR
    (* MARK IT AS LIVING *)
    (P$[RECEIVER]=PROC1) AND (LPS[PSENDER],ASTATE = TRM));
    ALIVE = ALIVE OR
    (*PSENDER=PROC1) AND (LPS[RECEIVER],ASTATE = TRM));
  END;
  IF NOT ALIVE THEN BEGIN
    AXE(PROC1);
  END;
  IF (INTERTRACE+NETBLKTRACE+TARGETTRACE) > 0 THEN
    WRITELN(TTY," BECAUSE ALL WAITED PROCESSES ARE TIMED");
END;
END;(* IF BLKED *)
END;(* TICK *)
PROCEDURE COUNTBYSTATE(VAN RESULT,TOTALBYSTATE)
  (* COUNT THE NUMBER OF PROCESSES IN EACH STATE *)
VAN PROC1,PROC2,PROC3;
BEGIN
  IF INTERTRACE OR THEN WRITELN(TTY," CIGNTBYSTATE CALLED");
  WITH RESULT DO BEGIN
    XQUITING = 0;
    CMNING = 0;
    BLKED = 0;
    TRMED = 0;
    FOR PROC1#1 TO HIOPROC DO
      CASE LPS[PROC1],ASTATE OF
        XQUITING INCR(XQUITING);
        BLKED INCR(BLKED);
        CMNING INCR(CMNING);
        TRMED INCR(TRMED);
      END;
      IF INTERTRACE OR THEN BEGIN
      END;
END;(* WITH *)
PROCEDURE PRINTSTATISTICS();
(* CAN BE EXTENDED AS THE NEED ARISES *)
VAR PKUCP,PROCIO,PORTJ,PORTID,$UMI,INTEGER,FACDOR,REAL
BEGIN
  WRITE(TTY," NETWORK PERFORMANCE STATISTICS FOLLOW\")
  WRITE(TTY," ELAPSED TIME = \",NETTIME17,\" TOTAL EXECUTION TIME = \")
  FACTOR1=NETSUMXUTIME/NETTIME1
  WRITE(TTY," DF \",FACTOR1,\" TOTAL MESSAGE COUNT = \")
  WRITE(TTY,\"NETSUMGCOUNT17,\" TOTAL COMMUNICATION TIME \")
  WRITE(TTY," NETSUMBLKTIME16,\" PORT SUMMARIES \")
  WRITE(TTY," PORT ID SENDER RECEIVER STIME RTIME MSG-COUNT")
  FOR PORTJ=1 TO HIGHPORT DO WITH PORTS(PORTJ) DO BEGIN
    WRITE(TTY," PORTJ,\",PSENDER1,\",\",PPRECEIVER1)
    WRITE(TTY," PORTJ,\",PSTIME1,\",\",PRTIME1,\",\",PMSCOUNT1)
  END;
  IF (INTERTRACE \> 10) OR (TARGETTRACE \> 10) THEN BEGIN
    WRITE(TTY," PROCESS SUMMARY\")
    FOR PROC=1 TO HIGHPROC DO SHOWPROCESS(PROC);
    WRITE(TTY); END;
  WRITE(TTY," THERE WERE \"DEADLOCKCOUNT15,\" DEADLOCKS IN\")
  WRITE(TTY," THE SEQUENTIAL SIMULATION \")
END;

PROCEDURE INITPORTS();
(* TAUPEP = INITIALIZE THE PORT TABLES *)
VAR I,PORTID
BEGIN
  IF INTERTRACE \> 0 THEN WRITE(TTY," INITPORTS CALLED\")
  FOR I=1 TO PORTMAX DO
    WITH PORTS[I] DO BEGIN
      PSELECT=FALSE;
      PSWATING=FALSE;
      PHWAITING=FALSE;
      PFLIGHT=FALSE;
      PAMP=1;
      PKAMP=1;
      PMSCOUNT=0;
    END;
    WRITE(TTY," ENTER THE TOTAL NUMBER OF PORTS USED IN THIS NET\")
    WHALAK;
    READ(TTY);
    HEAUD(TTY,HIGHPORT);
    WRITE(TTY," ECHO \",HIGHPORT); END;
PROCEDURE INITPROCS();
(* TAUPEP = INITIALIZE PROCEDURE TABLES *)
VAR I,INDEX,JNEXT,KINDMAX,KINDPROC
BEGIN
  IF INTERTRACE \> 0 THEN WRITE(TTY," INITPROCS CALLED\")
  FOR I=1 TO PROCMAX DO WITH LPS[I] DO BEGIN
    ASTATE=XOT;
    ASUMXUTIME=0;
    ASUMBLKTIME=0;
    ASUMCMNTIME=0;
  END;

BEGIN
  IF (INTERTRACE + NETXATRACE + NETCMNTTRACE + NETXUTRACE + NETBLKTRACE > 0) THEN BEGIN
    WRITELN(TTY, "BREAK DEADLOCK ATTEMPTED AT NETTIME = ", NETTIME$);
  END;
  FOR PROCJ = 1 TO HIGHPROC DO LPS(PROCI), AMPC$ = 1018;
  FOR PORTPI = 1 TO HIGHPORT DO WITH PORTS(PORTPI) DO BEGIN
    PHJI$ = MAXINT;
    END;
  FOR WJIPASSI = 1 TO HIGHPROC DO BEGIN
    IF (NETXATRACE > 1) THEN BEGIN
      WRITELN(TTY, "COMPUTE W ", WJIPASSI$);
      END;
    FOR PROCJ = 1 TO HIGHPROC DO BEGIN
      RESUME(PROCJ);
      END;
  END;
  IF (NETXATRACE > 2) THEN BEGIN
    WRITE(TTY, "HERE ARE W ", WJIPASSI$ 1 FOR ");
    WRITE(TTY, "ALL PORTS IJ ");
    WRITE(TTY, "\n K (K) SUB IJ ");
  END;
  WRITELN(TTY);
END;

PROCEDURE BREAKDEADLOCK;
  (* ATTEMPT TO BREAK DEADLOCK BY LETTING ALL PROCESSES COMPUTE W SUB IJ
BY RESUMING THEM AT AMPC = 1018, EACH CALL TO PROCJ LETS PROCJ
REVISE DOWNWARD OR LEAVE CONSTANT ITS ESTIMATE OF THE EASIEST
PROCJ COULD TRY TO SEND ON THE ARC TO PROCJ. WHEN PROCJ IS
SU RESUMED THE KTH TIME, IT COMPUTES THE KTH ESTIMATE OF
W SUB IJ FOR ALL OUTPUT PORTS TO PROCJ BASED ON THE AVAILABILITY
OF THE (K+1)TH W SUB HI ON ALL INPUT PORTS FROM PROCJ, THIS
HAVING BEEN COMPUTED ON THE PREVIOUS WJIPASS,
PORTS HAVE A "PMJ FIELD WHICH IS WRITTEN BY THE SENDER, AND
READ BY THE RECEIVER, OF MESSAGES ON THE EOUND PORT,
*);
FOR PORTP1 TO HIGHPORT DO WITH PORTS[PORTP] DO BEGIN
    WRITE(TTY, "STM.SENDER13", "STM.RECEIVER13")
    WRITEln(TTY, "STM.PHI10", "STM")
END;
FOR PROC I TO HIGHPROC DO BEGIN
    LPIS[PROC I], AMPC1 = 128
    RESUME(PROC I)
END;

BEGIN
    WRITEln(TTY, "BEGIN PROGRAM DESIGNED FOR STM")
    INITPROC I /* INIT TARGET NETWORK PROCESS RECORDS */
    INITPORTS /* INIT TARGET NETWORK PORT RECORDS */
    WRITE(TTY, " END OF NETWORK SPECIFICATION, INSPECT AND VERIFY ")
    DISPLAY NETWORK FOR USER /* DISPLAYBUFFERSIZES 1 / Buffersizes will be 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16 */
    REPEAT /* RUN THE PROGRAM WITH A NEW BUFFERSIZE */
    INITIALIZE /* INITIALIZE INTERPRETOK VERB FOR FRESH RUN */
    INITIALIZE /* INITIALIZE THE PORT RECORDS */
    INITIALIZE /* INITIALIZE THE TRACE AND LIMIT VARIABLES */
    WRITE(TTY, "BEGIN THE SIMULATION, NETTIME = ", NETTIME)
    WRITE(TTY, "BUFFERSIZE = ", BUFFERSIZE)/* BREAK */
FOR PROC I TO HIGHPROC DO BEGIN /* ACTIVATE PROCESS I */
    LPIS[PROC I], AMPC1 = 1
    /* THAT ASSIGNMENT DISTINGUISH THIS CALL TO THE PROCESSES AS THEIR INITIAL ACTIVATION */
    RESUME(Proc I)
    IF LPIS[PROC I], ANYTYPE=QUEUE THEN OWN[PROC I], Q20QMAX=BUFFERSIZE+1
END /* ALL PROCESSES ARE EXECUTING */
    IF (INTERTRACE=50) THEN DUMMY
    REPEAT /* SIMULATE PASSAGE OF ONE TIME UNIT FOR NETWORK */
    TICKS /* ALL LPIS DO THEIR THING FOR ONE TIME UNIT */
    PASSMESSAGES /* FIRE SOME READY PORTS IF POSSIBLE */
    COUNTSTATE(COUNT) /* COUNT THE Survivors, AND OTHERS */
    IF (COUNT, XTING > 0) AND (COUNT, CMNING > 0) THEN /* NO ONE ALIVE */
    ELSE BEGIN /* NEITHER DEAD NOR ALIVE= DEADLOCKED */
        IF (NETEADLOCK=0) THEN BEGIN
            WRITE(TTY, "/ NET DEADLOCKED, NETTIME = ", NETTIME)
            END
        NETEADLOCK=TRUE
        INCH(DeadlockCOUNT)
        MAIVEADLOCK
        PASSMESSAGES
    COUNTSTATE(COUNT)
    NETEADLOCK=0 /* COUNT, XTING = 0 » AND (COUNT, CMNING = 0) */
    IF (INTERTRACE=0) OR (NETEADLOCK=0) OR (TARGETTRACE=0) THEN BEGIN
        WRITE(TTY, "PROCEDURE BREAKDEADLOCK WAS ")
        CASE NETEADLOCK OF
TRUE:WRITEln(TTY, "UNABLE TO BREAK DEADLOCK")
FALSE|\texttt{Writeln(TTY,'ABLE TO BREAK DEADLOCK')};
END;
END;

(* IF TIME OR MESSAGE LIMITS EXCEEDED, GIVE OPERATOR A CHANCE
TO ENTER NEW LIMITS, CHANGE THE TRACE VARIABLES, ETC. *)

\texttt{IF (NETTIME>NETTIMELIMIT) OR (NETMSGCOUNT>NETMSGLIMIT)
OR (INTERNAPE=3P) OR (DEADLOCKCOUNT>DEADLOCKLIMIT) THEN BEGIN
SETTHRE;
Writeln(TTY,' RESUME SIMULATION, WATCH YOUR TIME *;
BREAK;
END;
UNTIL NETDEADLOCK OR NETTERM OR (NETTIME>NETTIMELIMIT)
OR (NETMSGCOUNT>NETMSGLIMIT) OR (DEADLOCKCOUNT>DEADLOCKLIMIT);

\texttt{Writeln(TTY,' TARGET SIMULATION TERMINATED BECAUSE'};

\texttt{IF (DEADLOCKCOUNT>DEADLOCKLIMIT) THEN
Writeln(TTY,' DEADLOCK LIMIT EXCEEDED *;
ELSE IF NETOLADLOCK THEN
Writeln(TTY,' OF UNRESOLVABLE DEADLOCK *;

\texttt{IF NETTERM THEN Writeln(TTY,' ALL PROCESSES TERMINATED'};

\texttt{IF (NETTIME>NETTIMELIMIT) THEN Writeln(TTY,' TIMELIMIT EXCEEDED'};

\texttt{IF NETMSGCOUNT>NETMSGLIMIT THEN Writeln(TTY,' MSG LIMIT EXCEEDED'};

\texttt{Writeln(TTY));
(* RESUME PROCESSES ONE LAST TIME TO PRINT THEIR SUMMARIES ETC. *)
\texttt{FOR PROC1=1 TO HIGHPROC DO BEGIN
LP5(PROC1),AMPCI=1000;
\texttt{RESUME(PROC1)); /* BY CONVENTION, THE LAST CALL TO PROCI */
END;

\texttt{PrintStatistics;
BUFFERSIZE=\texttt{BUFFERSIZE+BUFFERSIZE};
UNTIL (BUFFERSIZE>20)
Writeln(TTY,' END PROGRAM DSIM*));
END,
APPENDIX 2
SOME TEST RESULTS

This appendix reports the results of simulation runs on two different networks where the sizes of all the buffers (queue sizes in processes of type QUEUE20) were successively set to 1, 2, 4, 8, and 16.

The connectivity graph of network 1 is shown in fig A-1. All SOURCE type nodes emitted jobs every 10 time units. The server, or DELAY, nodes had a service time with an exponential distribution, and a mean service time of 7.0 time units. All FORK nodes had a probability of 0.4 of sending a received job out to its respective SINK node.

The relative frequency of job arrivals from SOURCE nodes and departures to SINK nodes was such that the network tended to fill up with jobs over a period of time, and finally encounter a deadlock where all nodes except the SINK nodes were waiting to send out a job. The times at which this occurred depended on the buffer sizes. The following table summarizes the behavior of this network. Elapsed time is the total time from the beginning of the simulation to the final deadlock. MPF represents the "multiprocessing factor", taken as the ratio of the total amount of execution time for all
Network 1

fig A-1
nodes in the network, to the elapsed time for the network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buffer Size</th>
<th>Elapsed Time</th>
<th>Execution Time</th>
<th>Deadlock Count</th>
<th>MPF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>630</td>
<td>2876</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>439</td>
<td>2146</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>891</td>
<td>4794</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1864</td>
<td>12300</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1580</td>
<td>10092</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6.38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In all cases, at least one deadlock was detected and recovered from. With identical job arrivals, service times, and departure times, one would expect the MPF and total execution times to be larger for networks with larger buffer sizes. As the results show, this was not always the case in this run, although the trend is there. This may have been caused in part by short-term fluctuations in the RANDOM function on the DEC-10. This is possible because these results were obtained in a single run of the program, without ever resetting the "seed" of the pseudo-random number generator.

The graph of the second network tested is shown in fig A-2. Here, the SOURCE emitted a job every 20 time units. The node labelled DELAY-1 had a constant service time of 2.0 time units. The other DELAY nodes had exponential service times with mean value = 2.0. Jobs entering FORK 1 were sent to the SINK with probability 0.2. Jobs entering FORK 2 were equally likely to go to QUEUE 2 or QUEUE 3.

Again, the buffer sizes were set to 1, 2, 4, 8, and
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16, and statistics collected for each size. This network did not fill up with jobs like network 1. Each run continued until the elapsed time was 1001. All of the deadlocks encountered were those arising as a result of the waiting rules for the processes. The following table summarizes the behavior of this network.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Buffer Size</th>
<th>Execution Time</th>
<th>Number of Deadlocks</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1758</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1724</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1677</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>1773</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>1702</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In this network, the larger buffers always resulted in fewer deadlocks, although the net-wide sum of execution time seems uncorrelated.
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